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CHAIRMAN GARY K. HART:

I think we'll begin.

I want to welcome everyone to the join.t

legislative hearing on Proposition 102, the AIDS Virus Reporting initiative.
I am Senator Gary Hart, Chairman of the Senate Select Committee on AIDS, and I am pleased to be
joined this morning by Senator Jotm Doolittle, who is a member of our Select Committee. We're also
expecting members to be dribbling in, if you'll pardon the expression, from the Senate Judiciary
Committee,-the Senate Health and Human Services Committee, and the Assembly Committee on Public
Safety.
I also want to announce that directly following this morning's hearing on Proposition 1112, there will
be another legislative hearing in this same room on Proposition 96, the other AIDS-related initiative on
the November ballot. And for that reason, we will try to follow as closely as possible the schedule for the
Proposition 102 hearing.
Proposition 102 covers a number of important AIDS-related policy issues, including mandatory
reporting of all positive AIDS virus test results, mandatory "contact tracing" by local health officers of
all people reported as positive, and criminal penalties and fines for physicians who do not make the
required reports. The initiative's proponents claim that this measure will stop the spread of the AIDS
virus and save lives due to early detection of infection. The initiative's opponents claim that the measure
will cost California taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars and actually hurt -- not help -- the fight
against AIDS. We will be hearing more on these points from the witnesses today.
Our schedule for today is as follows: We will begin with an overview of the initiative from the
Legislative Counsel's office, then proceed to the Legislative Analyst's analysis of fiscal impact. Next,
we will hear testimony from witnesses chosen by the initiative's proponents and opponents. We sort of
have an interesting format

we~re

going to try today. Each side-- e!'lch side, meaning the proponents and

opponents-- has a total of one hour of testimony, to be divided among as many witnesses as they choose.
We will try to alternate between proponents' witnesses and opponents' witnesses; if one of these sides
wants to change the order of their speak!3rS during the hearing so they can respond to a point brought up
by the other side, they are welcome to do so. This going from a proponent to opponent we're hoping

wil~

get a little bit of dialog and interaction going so that we can focus on some of the points of contention. So
that we can keep track of the time used by proponents and opponents, I am askin Commit.tMMe.mber..s...to
please save their questions until the end of each witness's testimony.
Following the proponents' and opponents' presentations, we will hear from a representative of the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control, the CDC; then open the microphone for a public comment period. You
will see on the agenda the names of some people who have already requested time to testify during the
public comment period; if anyone here would also like to testify during this time, please sign the sign-up
sheet near the side door.
- 1-

I w&nt to than k everyone

or coming today to earn about and discuss the policy impact of

Proposition 102, the AIDS Vi r us Reporting init ia t ive .
Sena t e Doolittle, do you want t o say anyth ing?
All ri ght , our first witness is Mr. Jeff Thorn, an attorney with the Leg islative Counsel's office.
We've aske d Mr . Thorn to summarize the provisions of Proposition 102 so t hat we have an overview of this
measure before we begin discussing its specifics. Mr. Thorn, welcome.
MR . JEFF S. THOM: Thank you, Senator Hart and Senator Doolitt e. Human immunodeficiency
virus, or HIV, is the name given to the virus which causes acquired immune defic iency syndrome,
commonly known as AIDS.

Proposition 102 would make various changes concerning reporting,

confidentiality, investigation, crimes, and penalties related to HIV infection.
In giv ing you this summary today, I will generally follow a chronolog ical order, but I will make some
variances from that or der when need be. One general change made th r oughout the initiative in both
existing provisions of law and in new provisions which would be added by the ini t iative is that references
to tests for antibodies to the probable causative agent of AIDS-would instead refer to tests for evidence
of infection by any probable causat ive agent of AIDS. Since the term "HIV" has become a term of general
usage to represent a probable causative agent of AIDS, I will use the term "HIV" throughout this
summary.
Section 3 of the initiative would specify that for purposes of many of the provisions of the initiative
concerning consent i:o test for HIV infection as well as the disclosure of those test results, the term
"tested positive" would refer only to results of a generally acceptable confirmatory test or tests and not
to any screening test unless the test is also considered to be a generally acceptable confirmatory test.
Currently, a fine of not to exceed $10,000 may be levied against a person who willfully or
negligently discloses test results without the authority to qo so. If the case results in economic, bodily,
or psychological harm to the test subject, SeCtion 5 of the initiative would reduce that fine for these
unlawful disclosures to not less than $1,000 and not more than $5,000. This section would also delete
provisions which prohibit test results from being used to determine suitabi li ty for employment or
insurability.
Currently, with limited exceptions, a test cannot be performed for HIV infection without the
written consent of the subject or, in certain cases, a person authorized by that subject, such as a parent
or guardian, if the subject is deemed incompetent to give consent. Currently, a -minor will be deemed
competent to give consent to the test i_f he or she is twelve years old or older. Section 6 of the initiative
would instead provide that a minor wi ll be deemed competent to give this consent only if the minor is
I ega ll)l

..t:.LLUiJLJ.L:..4J.i:iL.U::.U..-
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Section 6 of the initiative would also remove an express requirement that the consent for these
tests be in writing and instead specify that t he consent would need to be no different than is required for
any other diagnostic blood test.
Finally, the section would specify that ·consent rs not necessary when testing is conducted for
certain purposes and the test is unlinked to the identity of t he _test subject. It would prohibit certain tests
sites, known as alternative test sites, which are established pursuant to existing law from performing this
-2-

type of testing which is unlinked to the identity of the test subject.
Section 8 of the initiative would make various changes in existing law by requiring positive HIV
infection test results to be reported to the local health officer by any physician, blood bank, plasma
center, or any of the alternative test sites, which I have referred to above. Currently, there is no
requirement or permission for blood banks, plasma centers, or the alternative test sites to make these
test results known to county health officers nor is there any general authority for physicians to make
these test results known.
Current law exempts physicians from liability for disclosing test results to a person bel ieved to be
the subject's spouse. Section 10 of the initiative would also permit physicians to disclose test results,
without being subject to liability, to persons believed to have had sexual contact or other contact with
the test subject in a manner believed to pose a threat of infection to the person. In addition, it would
prohibit a physician or registered nurse from being held liable for disclosing HIV infection evidence test
results to other medical personnel involved in the treatment of the test subject.
Section 11 of the initiative would direct local health officers to use every available means to
ascertain the existence of, and to investigate, all reported cases of persons diagnosed as having AIDS or
who tP.sl positive for 1-IIV infection. It would also direct local health officers to take all measures
reasonably necessary to prevent the transmission of HIV. These measurP.s would include notifications of
spouses and other persons deemed to be under a threat of exposure.
Section 14 of the initiative would require anyone who is informed that he has tested positive for a
test indicating infection with HIV to report within seven days to the local health officer the name and
address of any person from whom the disease may have been contracted and to whom the disease may
have been transmitted.
Section 15 of the initiative would, among other things, require the Department of Health---the
Director of Health Services---to adopt regulations concerning the transmission and use of information
obtained pursuant to the initiative. It also allows HIV test results to be used in certain criminal and civil
actions against infected persons, including various criminal actions which will be referred to later in the
summary.
Section 16 of the initiative would prohibit an employer from inhibiting or interfering with an
employee's decision to wear protective clothing or gear that the employee deems necessary .for
prot ection against HIV infection unless the gear would pose a hazard to others in the workplace or it
would prevent the employee from performing the normal duties of the job. It would specify, however,
that this provision would not obligate the employer to pay for such clothing or apparel.
Section 17 would make it a

m isdarneano..r...!.o-ll.iolate-aA¥-G~tlle

foregeffitJ provtsio11s, which have

bee n described during the earlier portion of this summary. In addition, for any violation of reporting
requirements which pertain to a physician, a physician would be liable for an addition $250 civil penalty
for each violation.
Sections 18 and 19 would require clinics and health facilities, to the extent permitted by federal
law, to place a biological hazard label on all items known to be soiled by or containing bodily fluids of
patients infected with HIV.
- 3-

Section 20 wou ld make it a fe lony to donate blood when a person knows t hat he or she is infected
with HIV or has tested positive on a test indica t ive of infecti on with HIV. Now, pert ain ing to this
part icular re quiremen t would be the requirement · tha t t he person would have had to have had a
confirmato r y t est in order t o have know n tha t he or she had tes ted positi ve on an HIV t est indicating
infection.
Section 21 would require a three-year sent ence enhancement when a person knowing that he or she
is infected with HIV or has tested positive for indications of infection by HIV to at the time of an offense
after be ing convicted for various sexual offenses or assaul t by means like ly to produce great bodily harm,
have knowi ngly been convicted of that offense at the t ime when he or she knew of the infection or the
test for indica ti ons of that infection.
Section 22 of the initiative would make it a fe lony to solicit, a gree t o engage in, or engage in
prosti t ution knowing that he or she is infected with HIV or has tested positive for indications of its
infection.
Section 23 would require persons charged with specified sexual offenses or with assault by means
likely to produce great bodily injury to undergo involuntary HIV infection testing. Test results would be
filed with the Department of Justice and they would be available for disclosure under certain
circumstances, such as in various crimina l investigations specified in the initiative.
Finally, Section 24 of the initiative would specify that if any of its provisions are held to be
unconstitutional, those unconstitutiona l portions of the initiative would not affect the validity or
enforcement of any other portion of that initiative.
I thank you very much, and I will, along with Joe Ayala, who has accompanied me today from my
office, be happy to answer any questions you may have.
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much, Mr. Thom, for an excellent and concise summary of
provisions of this initiative which are quite extensive.
On the last point that you made, I just wanted to clarify -- it's my understanding that unless
otherwise so specified in an initiative,_ the only way an ini~iE!tive can be changed is through another
initiative. So if Proposition 102 were to pass, the Leg.islature would not be ab le to modify it by a twothirds vote or any other majority the provisions of this initiative, is that correct?
MR. THOM: It's correct. It would take approval of the people for any changes to be made in this
initiative.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay. Thank you. Other questions by members of the committee? Thank you
again, and we'd like to ask the Legislative Analyst to step forward to comment on the fiscal aspects of
MS. ELIZABETH HILL: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members. It's my pleasure to appear
before you on Proposition 102. With me this morning is Susan Erlich. She's the acting principal of our
health section in the office and

al~o

our office expert on public health and AIDS.

You've asked us to discuss the potential fiscal effect of Proposition 102, and we will be
summarizing our analysis that will appear in t he voter's pamphlet that will he distributerl to voters by the
rirwrotnry of :,111t.n loler this month. For each measure that appears on the ballnl, my office is required to
-4-

prepare an impartial analysis including an estimate of the fiscal impact of the measure on state and local
government.
In preparing our analyses, a job that we take very seriously, we consult with a variety of state and
local agencies, the Legislative Counsel, and other interes ted parties regarding what the measure does
and how we can put it into context for the voters of California; secondly, the likely programmatic impact
of the measure at the state and local levels; and finally, its cost components.
Preparing an estimate of the fiscal impact of this measure was particularly difficult for three
reasons that I'd like to share with you: first, the lack of reliable information about the AIDS epidemic,
including the number of individuals in California who are currently infected with HIV or who are likely to
be infected in the future; secondly, the fluid nature of the epidemic. This is due not only to changes in the
composition of the AIDS caseload in California over time, moving, for example, from homosexualbisexual men to intravenous drug users, but as well as changes in the treatment of the illness and
identification; for instance, the new drug such as AZT. The third uncertainty that we had to face was just
the uncertainty about how certain provisions of the measure will be interpreted by the courts, state and
county government agencies and individuals. These interpretations are important because they'll have a
significant impact on the implementation of the measure if it is approved by the voters; and because
implementation has a major impact on the fiscal effect of the measure, we had to make some reasonable
assumptions as to how the measure would be implemented by state and local government. Due to the.s e
uncertainties, we were unable to prepare a precise fiscal estimate, but we were able to identify three
potentially major fiscal impacts of the measure as well as a variety of more minor impacts.
Let me share these major fiscal impacts with you. The first concerns reporting and investigation of
cases. The measure, as Mr. Thom indicated, requires health officers to collect reports of HIV-infected
individuals as well as to investigate and take all measures reasonably necessary to prevent transmission
of infection. The state Department of Health Services in turn is charged with adopting regulations that
would specify procedures for case investigation and what reasonably necessary measures are. In other
words, the measure gives state health department and local health officials broad discretion to do what
they believe is appropriate to contain the epidemic.
The fiscal impact of this one provision could vary greatly, depending on four factors: First, the
number of persons who test positive for HIV infection. For example, we know how many individuals have
tested positive at alternative test sites, but we don't know how many others have tested positive at
different locations. Furthermore, we don't know what the impact of this measure will be on the number
of Californians seeking testing. For example, if a person knew that his or her name would be reported if
he or she tested positive-for HIV, that could deter indi viduals..lrom seeking test-i-ng. If that wet e the case
on a broad scale, few individuals would be reported to county health officials.
Secondly, the number of cases investigated was a factor that we considered. The measure leaves
broad discretion to local health officers about how to implement a contact tracing program. As you
know, c-ontact tracing contacts the sexual and needle-sharing partners of infected individuals.

For

example, some health officers could decide not to contact trace at all themselves, and instead ask
infected inrlividuals to contact their own partners. Just to give you an example of a current case -- 5-

currently due to the lack of resources, health officers frequently request individuals diagnosed with
gonorrhea to co~tact their partners themselves. Other health officers in implementing the measure if
passed by the voters could decide to trace partners back one year or some could decide to go back as far
as ten years given the extremely long latency period of the AIDS disease. Finally, other health officers
might decide to trace certain groups of infected individuals, such as men with female partners .of
childbearing age.
The third uncertainty-- the cost af investigating these cases. Obviously, the cost of investigating
cases would very depending on how the health officers chose to implement the program for the reasons
that I just indicated.
And finally, the types of measures determined to be reasonably necessary to prevent transmission
of infection.

In addition to contact tracing, health officers would be able to establish extensive

voluntary testing programs or confinement of recalcitrant individuals. In our view, it is unlikely that
health officers would implement these more drastic measures because they already have authority in
current law to do so an-d as far as we know, health officers in California have not used them.
Nevertheless, given the strong wording of the measure relative to current law, it may be interpreted by
some as a mandate for more forceful action by some health officers.
Because of all these uncertainties, in order to make a fiscal estimate, we had to make some
assumptions, as I mentioned earlier, about how the measure might be implemented if approved by the
voters. We estimated this provision, regarding reporting and investigation of cases, could result in costs
in the tens of millions of dollars annually based on contact tracing of 15,000 individuals, the number who
had already tested positive at the time that we did our analysis in June -- and this was at the existing
alternative test s'ites -- and an estimate by the Department of Health Services of a cost for contact
tracing of $1,600 per test; that's to

contac~

trace 25 individuals per infected individual. We think,

frankly, this is a conservative estimate, but .that was the best public estimate that we had at the time
that we did our analysis.
The second major fiscal impact concerns elimination of restrictions on using test results. Again, as
Mr. Thorn indicated, current law prohibits _insurance companies and employers from using HIV test
results for the purpose of determining insurability or employability of individuals. This measure removes
those restrictions. Currently, a majority of AIDS care is funded by insurance companies. Allowing
insurance companies to deny coverage based on HIV tests could shift a significant portion of these costs
to public programs. Moreover, if a substantial number of people lose their jobs as a result of HIV testing,
there could be substantial unemployment and unemployment compensation and other costs.
We estimate that over tlme this provision could result it1 the tells to liu11dl eds of million dollars o-f
costs annually if insurance companies and employers institute HIV testing programs to eliminate or
reduce their HIV-related costs. This is because the estimated annual cost of medical care related to
AIDS in California is growing substantially over time. Based on studies available, the estimate in 1986
ranged from $56 million to $8'9 million for those costs in California. It's now estimated by 1991 that those
r:osts will range from $255 million to $406 million. -And thus, a significant portion of those costs could be
shifted to public programs. The Department of Health Services estimates that the Medi-Cal program is
-6-

currently picking up at least 20 percent and perhaps even a higher percentage of AIDS-related costs in
California. Private insurers are picking up most of the rest of the cost wh ich counties---and some
counties are also picking up a share. If private insurers were allowed to test for HIV, we believe it would
be likely that a higher proportion of these costs would be shifted to the Medi-Cal program and to county
health programs. For example, if you look at 1991, those costs that I mentioned earlier and assume that
private insurance were picking up about 70 percent of these costs or $180 million to $284 million in AIDSrelated health care, a significant portion of these costs could be shifted to public programs.
The third major effect is testing persons charged with sex offenses. The measure allows courts to
order testing of persons charged with certain sex offenses without their consent. The fiscal impact of
this provision is unknown and could vary greatly depending on how many persons were tested. If all
persons charged with the crimes specified in the measure were ordered to submit to blood testing, the
cost could range up to several hundred thousand dollars annually.
There are various other provisions of the measure that would have unknown or minor impacts in
terms of fiscal effect. Let me just mention those briefly. First, imposing additional penalties for
persons who knowingly expose others to HIV; secondly, changing existing restrictions on disclosure and
reporting of HIV test results; and finally, requiring clinics and health facilities to label items soiled by
HIV-infected individuals.
In summary, the fiscal impact of this measure is unknown, but could be as high as tens or hundreds
of millions of dollars.

The four major uncertainties about the impact of the measure include the

following: First, the types of measures determined reasonably necessary to prevent further spread of the
disease; secondly, the cost for investigating HIV cases; third, the extent of actions by insurance
companies and employers to exclude HIV-infected persons; and finally, the number of criminal offenders
who would be required to submit to blood tests.
That concludes rny testimony this morning. I'd be happy to answer any questions.
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much. Let me just ask a couple of questions as to what the
costs are. You say it could be as high, and so that's the ceiling, it could tens or the hundreds of millions of
dollars. What about the floor? Are you willing to state what the minimum costs are? I mean, if you take
the best case assumptions in terms of cost.
MS. HILL: See, we run into the same problem on the floor as well as the ceiling, because it all
comes down to how the measure would be implemented by state and local government. And currently,
county health officers are given a wide range of discretion and they would retain a wide range of
discretion under the measure.
CIIAII\MAN

f-IAf~ T:

. o you're not williAg-t.G-put--a--f.l.eaf'--hi-s pain

MS. HILL: I don't have any estimate of the floor.
Cl

~AIRMAN

HART: The second --I've got three questions; that was the first. The second question:

If I understood you correctly in terms of establishing a model on contact tracing, trying to figure out the
costs, you said that you're using an assumption of that there are 24 persons that would have to be
contacted when someone is HIV positive and you thought that was a conservative estimate?
i·.r1S. HILL: It's an average of 25 persons. I think what I was really referring to was the cost of the
-7-

testing to contact the 25 persons, and that's at $1,600 in order to do those average of 25 tests -- or
contacts, I beg your pardon·.
CHAIRMAN HART: Am I incorrect in saying that you are assuming, let's say if you're talking about
sexual contacts, that for each person that is HIV positive, that there is an average of 25 sexual contacts?
That seems rather high to me rather than conservative, but I just ••••
MS. HILL: The reason in part it's so high, Sena.tor Hart, is that particularly with the AIDS disease
you can go back as far as ten years in terms of having to trace individuals given the long latency period of
the disease.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay. The last question I had, and maybe this is a question for counsel, but I'd
be interested if you have a comment on it -- if this measure were passed by the voters, if I went to a
physician a year ago and tested positive for HIV, would I be subject to the provisions of this initiative or is
it only applied to people who go through this testing procedure after the effective date? And if it does
apply to people who tested a year ago, was that built into your fiscal analysis?
MS. HILL: Mr. Chairman, we're not sure in terms of the retroactive part of your question. We did
base the fiscal estimate in terms of trying to define the population ...
(Changing of the tape--: Senator Hart introduced Senator Doolittle.)
SENATOR JOHN DOOLITTLE: ... excellent. summary. Did you find this to Qe difficult to make a
fiscal projection concerning this item?
MS. HILL: Frankly, Senator Doolittle, almost all 29 on the November ballot had their own levels of
uncertainty; and this was certainly one that we debated extensively in-house in trying to put the
parameters on the fiscal estimate, yes.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: I guess you mentioned parameters, and the one thing I noticed missing
here, we have one parameter, the upper ceiling, saying it could be as high as tens or hundreds of millions
of dollars; but I think Senator Hart's point is well taken. I mean, what's low range? If we're talking about
parameters, you've got to have---if. you're going to have ·a' high, you've got to have a low, don't you?
MS. HILL: As I answered in response to his question, I don't have an estimate on the floor because
I'm unable to estimate what those implementation issues that I mentioned in terms of uncertainty might
be.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: It seems to me there's one other major factor, probably the predominant
factor, that's missing though from this analysis; and that is, the number of avoided HIV infections. I
mean, looking at the analysis you've---and you've been clearest. I think probably the most accurate
statement you could make about ~his is in summary, the fiscal impact of this. measure is unknown, period.
A11d that would be the 11tost truthful 1ep1 esentation as to its fiscal impact, because everything el'B'"ehr
based on assumptions which have unknown dimensions. But if we're going then to go ahead and make
some speculation, shouldn't there be some projection based on the number of AIDS cases that are
avoided, which are costing anywhere from $75,000 to $150,000 apiec.e?
MS. HILL: We debated that in-house, Senator Doolittle, and we weren't able analytically to come
to any sort of estimate as to what that might be, because again you would have to make certain
assumptions about behavior. And given the large number of contacts of a lot of these people, it was just
-8-

difficult to see where there would be any avoidance that we could analytically put our finger on; and
that's why we didn't estimate a net impact in terms of avoidance.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Well, 1---it would seem to me you could just with the same degree as

accuracy as you have used here in saying that the cost could be as high as tens or hundreds of millions of
dollars that indeed you might be able to represent---that

WP.

might be able to save tens or hundreds of

millions of dollars just based on your testimony, but the number of dollars they're talking about laying out
each year for the treatment of AIDS cases. What was that, 1991, I think, the figures you gave, was it?
MS. HILL: Yeah, that was the upper bound on the fiscal estimate figures that we indicated.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Right.

I just think this may tend to convey to voters the idea that

somehow this is going to be burdensome fiscally when in reality it might be an extreme palliative to fiscal
concerns, that it might greatly relieve what otherwise would be the fiscal impact?
MS. HILL: Well, we looked at that issue and we didn't reach that conclusion, Senator Doolittle, and
that's why---because analytically we have to be able to support what put in our analysis and we were not
able to do that and so I didn't indicate any offsetting cost.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, but aren't we---aren't you only saying---the truth of the matter is,
we don't really know what this is going to cost or save. Isn't that a fair statement?
MS. HILL: Well, there are some things that we know about AIDS currently, and I think I mentioned
that. We know how many people have tested positive. We know the things that are allowed in the
measure.

And we know that there is a lot of discretion that health officers would have under the

measure, but we have also some evidence based on what they've done related to the epidemic so far and
what they do related to other sexual diseases; gonorrhea and syphilis, for example.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, but we also know that---what it costs per AIDS patient and it is
reasonable, I think, to assume that through the contact tracing, unless we assume that individuals
knowing they've got HIV are going to continue to spread the disease, it would be reasonable to assume
that once they were alerted to the problem they would curtail their spread of the disease.
MS. HILL: We didn't see any evidence of that. And absent a companion educational program that
would do that sort of outreach, we didn't feel we had the basis to make that conclusion.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: See---that really concerns me though, because the evidence I think is
quite clear that people, once they find they've got an infection, don't knowingly, especially a deadly one,
don't knowingly transmit it to others. I mean, I am concerned about your statement that you didn't feel
you had the evidence. Because that's what these educational programs are supposed to lead to, the idea
that AIDS is a deadly disease and you know, we had better be careful in our practices. Really a test is
perhaps the most potent form of education, particularly finding out that you're Eositive ,

beco~hen

y-cru rea ll y are recept ive as to what you need to do.
So, I'm not trying to be argumentative with you, but I think that there's a blind spot in this fiscal
analysis. Yes, it's speculative, but so is all of this that you've got here. I mean, just the order of
magnitude-- i_t could be as high as tens or hundreds of millions of dollars. I mean, that's quite a variation.
So I'm a little concerned that none of the positive effects of this fiscally have been at least referenced as
possibly existing.
- 9-

CHAIRMAN HART: If I could just comment, Senator Doolittle. I mean, it seems to me that in
dealing with· contact tracing, I mean that's something that is going to have to be done under this
initiative. That's going to generate some cost. As it relates to the deterrent value in this measure, it
seems to me that is more speculative. Some would argue that with the elimination of the anonymous
testing centers there will be less testing that will be going on, there will be fewer people who will be
willing to come forward; and as a result, I think one could argue that there will be less knowledge about
AIDS and people who test positive and how their behavior is affected. Now, that's speculative in that we
might have different interpretations of what the outcome would be in terms of the deterrent value or
fewer people getting the tests. But it does seem to me less speculative that under the provisions of this
initiative there is going to be a significant cost that's going to be associated to local and state health
officers in terms of what their responsibilities are.
I wanted---if I could ask just one other question as it relates to the cost. You gave the instance of
gonorrhea and what is currently done, that when a health of.ficer learns of gonorrhea, that in some
counties they just ask the patient to deal with their own sexual contacts and the health officer doesn't
intervene. And I believe your comment was, perhaps health officers under 102 might do the same thing;
that instead of public agencies being responsible for the follow-up, they would just turn that over to the
persons who test positive for HIV. If that's a correct interpretation of what you said, under Section 11 of
the bill it says that it directs each local health officer to use every available means to discover and
investigate all people with AIDS, and that

l~nguage

seems to me to be much more directive than the

example that you gave of gonorrhea if under the provisions of this measure say, well, we'll just leave it up
to the patients, that seems to me to really contradict what this operative language is of "every available
means." Do you want to comment on that?
MS. HILL: The

r~ason

that we reached the conclusion that I mentioned, Senator Hart, was that that

section that you. just read, as I understand it, is actually existing---an existing provision of law in terms of
these sorts of diseases; and because of a lack of resources in many cases, the counties have to make some
trade-offs of what diseases they're going to inv.e stigate and which ones they haven't.

And it's our

understanding that in the case of syphilis, they usua·lly do it themselves; in the case of gonorrhea, that
they leave that to the individual. And so we were illustrating the range of approaches that health
officers could reasonably take under the provisions of this measure because it doesn-'t require that they
undertake it themselves, but it leaves it open as it does under existing law.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay. Other questions by members of the committee? Thank you very much
for your testimony.
MS..--1=1-I

• +RaRk

}'GU.

CHAIRMAN HART: All right. Now, we're going to move to hear from proponents·and opponents of
the measure, and let me again mention to people.who are testifying as well as members of the committee
whnt

WA

arr. altempting to do is to give each side equal time. And we have told the proponents and

opponents that they each have an hour for presentations and it's up to them as to how they want to divide
that hour up. And we're going to ask the members of the committee to withhold questions until each
individual wi t ness has had an opportunity to present their testimony in total.
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So with that, our first witness is Dr. Larimore Cummins, who is chairman of the Santa Cruz County
Medical Society AIDS Task Force, who is a proponent of Proposition 102. Dr. Cummins.
LARIMORE CUMMINS, M.D.: Senator Hart, Senator Presley, Senator Doolittle, Senator Ellis, I
appreciate the opportunity to spend some time with you here today. My name is Larimore Cummins. I
practice internal medicine and gastroenterology in Santa Cruz, where the Santa Cruz County Medical
Society has taken a position on Proposition 102 and wherein many of the physicians in our county have
been working, as some of you know, for the last several years to see some changes occur in public health
policy in the state. Those changes have not been forthcoming despite what we've perceived to be a
considerable amount of interaction here in Sacramento; and therefore, we have supported this initiative
which is brought before the voters by a group of physicians called California Physicians for a Logical
AIDS Response.
In support of Proposition 102, I would like to' say the following: I am, by the way, a past president of
the Santa Cruz County Medical Society, serve as chairman of its current AIDS Task Force and have done
so since the inception of that Task Force, the last two years.
Proposition 102 covers a variety of AIDS-related public health topics. It calls for reporting of all
stages of HIV infection to the local public health officer, that is, as opposed to reporting only AIDS,
which is the terminal stage of that disease, and requires public health officials to carry out contact
tracing on all reported cases of HIV infection. Other features of Proposition 102 relate to relaxation of
confidentiality and consent requirements, tightening of confidentiality in the public health system, and
several other matters, discussions of which here are prohibited by space limitations.
One major question as frequently asked is, will fear of discrimination combined with HIV case
reporting drive those at risk "underground"? We would say no.
Discrimination against HIV-infected individuals is truly one of the tragedies of the AIDS epidemic.
But the data clearly indicate that confidential reporting of HIV infection to local health officials neither
causes nor exacerbates . discrimination. About 80,000 people with AIDS have been reported to local
health officials throughout our nation. Of those there has not been a single documented instance in which
the reporting to the local public health officer in confidence caused discrimination. Yet an extensive
array of support systems and medical expertise was made available to these patients. The individual
benefits of reportability far outweigh the risks.
I oay again, discrimination indeed does exist. It is a problem which needs to be addressed and
addressml forcefully and effectively. The fact is reporting to local health officials in confidence does
not cause nor exacerbate that problem.
There are many unfounded fears related to AIDS. Thu ercep_tion__that

cas~epoU-i.Ag-aAE:I--eeA-t;.ae l'----

tracing will cause discrimination is one such fear. It is sad to see this fear intensified by those who would
refer to these classic public health measures as "mean spirited" and "witch-hunts".
These considerations aside, one of the major goals of reportability is to monitor prevalence among
those who are not infected-- I'm sorry, among those who do not consider themselves at high risk. These
people would have no reason to "go underground" as is the term.
Let me also address briefly the comment about less testing being done. Although less testing, I
- ll-

suspect, would occur at anonymous testing sites, because of---more test ing would occur in the
co m munity as phys icians practice throughout th is state , the fact is that because of the red tape barriers
wh ic h have been erected around this very · useful diagnostic tool, HIV testing is the rare exception in
community medicine today . After Proposition 102, HIV testing, volunta r y HIV testing, wi ll be the rule
rather than the exception • . T h ~;~t is the purpose of the provisions in Proposition 102.
Funding for AIDS research should be a high pr iority.

It's important to note, however, that

epidemiologic research is the only kind of research that has saved lives from AIDS. Reporting cases of
contagious diseases to local health officers is the first step in a nat ionwide syt em designed to gather such
epidemiologic data. HIV case repo r ting and contact tracing in California wi ll provide the data necessary
for resumption of lifesaving research and public health intervention.
Contact tracing leads to focused education and therefore its ma in purpose is prevention rather
than treatment. However, a variety of support services will be made availab le to those asymptomatic
HIV-infected patients. Those with symptoms will be referred for therapy. Many exposure cases may be
eligible for prophylactic AZT therapy in hopes of preventing the infection.

Such an experimental

protocol is currently in place and is being used for hospital personnel and nurses who are exposed by
accidental needle puncture.
Those who are seronegative, that is, test negatively for the AIDS virus infection but have known
recent exposures to those who have tested positive will be told not to donate blood until fo llow-up testing
proves that infection did not occur. · Su~h individuals will be frequently found during the process of
contact tracing. Thus, Proposition 102 will make the blood supply safer.
The CDC, the centers for communicable disease in---I'm sorry, I spoke incorrectly -- that's the
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia -- tells us that "partner notification provides both
primary and secondary prevention of HIV infection." At a savings of $100,000, on the average, per
infection, Proposition 102 is the best investment California could possibly make. To suggest otherwise,
as has been done in the financial/fiscal presentation you just heard, is I thirik contrary to the published
statements of the Centers for Disease Control, and the reference for that is the July issue of their
weekly report-- I'm sorry, that's July of 1988.
Will Proposition 102 allow employers to know the results of their employees HIV test result? The
answer is no.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Mr. Chairman, I know we're not su·pposed to ask questions, but I'm unclear
as to the last point he just made. Could you just reference something July of '88, the report-- what was
the ••• ?
DR . CUMMINS: 11m-sorry . That is the MMWR , •n•hieh I belie·.•e is the Med-ical Morbidity Weeldy.
Report, publi shed by the Centers for Disease Control, Volume 37, page 393-402, July of 1988.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: And what was it that that showed?
DR. CUMMINS: I read a quote there wherein the CDC tells us that, and again I quote, "partner
noti fic~tion" and let me add parenthetically that it means contact tracing, "partner notification provides
both primary and secondary prevention of HIV infection."
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Thank you.
-12-

DR. CUMMINS: Proposition 102 and employment. Will Proposition 102 allow employers to know
the HIV test results of their employees? The answer is no. The list of those who may receive HIV test
results without written consent will be expanded to include treating doctors and nurses, endangered third
parties, and the local public health officer. The list does not include employers.
In fact, Proposition 102 actually improves confidentiality by updating the definition of an AIDS
test. This will allow for newer confirmatory tests which are now available and which will become
availble in the future. You heard Mr. Thom reference that feature of Prop. 102, which I believe is
Section 3. Specifically, there's an antigen test available now which will confirm the diagnosis of HIV
infection. All of the laws which are on the California books currently refer to the HIV antibody test.
Using an HIV antigen test would mean

tha~

the physician and anyone else knowledgeable about that test

result would be---the current laws would not apply to them because the current laws refer to what will
soon become an antiquated test.
Proposition 102 improves confidentiality by extending the definition of what an AIDS blood test is,
to extend confidentiality to those tests which are in fact confirmatory, which are not false positives,
which are definitive, which mean that the patient has AIDS, which do not---is not limited to this single
test of an antibody.
California law says, as you, I'm certain, know better than I, "It shall be the duty of every physician"
and others -- there are many people who must report tests other than physicians, but I---well, let me
paraphrase this sort of. direct quote: "It shall be the duty of every physician" to report "any case or
suspected case of any of the following diseases ••••" And then Section 2500 of Title XVII, Administrative
Code, goes on to list all of those diseases. HIV infection is not on that list and will not be on that list
unless Proposition 102 passes. Recent legislation calling for permissive reportability means that HIV
infection will be no different than any other nonreportable disease in this state.
The American College of Physicians and the Infectious Disease Society of America support
reporting of HIV seropositives to local health authorities. And I have references for each of these if you'd
like to hear them now or later. The CDC and the AMA support HIV contact tracing. The AMA being the
American Medical Association. A survey of San Francisco physicians reported by the California Medical
Association revealed that 72 percent of those physicians practicing in San Francisco and surveyed, 72
percent' favor HIV case reporting and 80 percent favor contact tracing. Over half of the physicians
practicing in Santa Cruz ·county, in the Santa Cruz area, have personally endorsed Proposition 102.
This initiative is the step forward in public health policy for which physicians throughout the state
have been waiting

sine~

1985 when it became illegal for them to share the results of this critical blood

test with their colleagues in the care of patients.
Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you very much, Dr. Cummins. Questions from members? Senator Ellis.
SENATOR JIM ELLIS: Doctor, some of the groups seem to be divided on the susceptibility of
people to acquire this disease when engaged in heterosexual, normal heterosexual contact versus
homosexual. Can you enlighten me somewhat on that? Can people, a male/female engaged in what we'd
call contemporary sexual activity transmit AIDS one to the other?
- 13-

DR. CUMMINS: Absolutely. That is the case. Yes. Heterosexua transmission of AIDS is not in
question. It does occur. And most--- it is most tragically demonstrated in the instance in which IV drug
user s spread t he virus to their heterosexual partners. There are well in excess of a quarter of a million
infected individuals in New York City now, I've come to understand, the vas t majority of them---I'm
sorry, a significant proportion of whom are IV drug users and their heterosexual partners. Now, IV drug
users happen to be the primary index group in that case; they now have the disease. However, I think
what is of most concern to me, and I th ink a concern which is shared by many others and, hopefully,
yourselves, is that once that virus spreads out of that particular high-risk group, th.e IV drug-using
population, and spreads into other heterosexually active populations that are known to be promiscuous
and

promiscui~y

is a key e ement of spread in this disease. We have to recognize that the mode of

heterosexual transmission will become the predominant mode of transmission in this country;
specifically, heterosexual groups, and in whom one

~auld

have to be concerned would be, for ·instance,

the college populations and the singles populations in many of the urban areas.
But in general, the answer to your question is, heterosexual transmission does occur. It occurs,
although it occurs Iess---in a biological sense, it occurs less efficiently in heterosexual sex rather than
homosexual. But the fact is it does occur and it's not in question.
SENATOR ELLIS: What do you mean, less efficiently?
DR. CUMMINS: Well; the process---generally, the process of inserting the penis in the rectum
causes by whatever biological means is-.--anq plays a role causes a---creates a situation which is much
more likely for the virus which resides in the sperm, for the virus to enter the blood stream of the
individual who receives that sperm. Now; the penile-rectal sex, whether---is for that reason, and there
are -- let me just be more precise and say, tell you that there is medical evidence to suggest that the
mucosa or the lining of the rectum is torn more frequently in penile-rectal sex than it is in penile-vaginal
sex. The mucosa or the lining of the rectum seems to be or perhaps may be more receptive to allowing
the virus to cross the mucous membrane than the vaginal secretions. And there are other reasons for
w~ich

on a biological basis these observations may be explained, but the data and the observation is not in

doubt, that although heterosexual transmission is less efficient than homosexual transmission with that
particular sex act, the process of

heterosexu~l

transmission is very real and is anticipated to be the

primary form of transmission in the future.
SENATOR ELLIS: ·when you say "tear the lining'' ~ you mean draw blood?
DR. CUMMINS: Well, and certainly, the lining of the·rectum and the anal canal there is---one of its
major roles is to' prevent

t~e

loss of blood and to prevent the many potential infectious agents which is in
b ood st

.aruLa.

physiological barrier to infection. And when l say that that barrier---when that lining is torn, what I'm
saying is that that barrier is broken down so blood can leave the system into the bowel lumen or infectious
agents can come from the bowel lumen into the blood stream.
I think my answer to your question was yes, blood can be lost from a tear.
CHAIRMAN HART: Dr. Cummins, I want to ask just one clarifying question. If I heard your
testimony correctly, you said that there would be less---if Proposition 102 passes, there would be---less
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testing would occur in anonymous test sites. I would assume that if th is measure passP.s, by defini t ion
there would be no anonymous test sitP.s.
01~.

CUMMINS: Well, of course, anon ymous tes t si tes have been estab ished by re gula tor y man date

and funded, and I'm sure they will continue to exist. There are many people who t e nd t o •••
CHAIRMAN HAR T: Let me just- -- you say they would cont inue to exist ?
Of~.

CUMMINS: Yes. That is what l---and I was just abou t to t ell you why.

CHAIRMAN HART: Under the prov isions of 102, the person who has the test da t a is r equired t o
report that to heal t h office rs and they're su pposed--- a ll t ha t contac t t raci ng is supposed to t ake place, so
it's

:"\O

longer anonymous, is it?

DR. CUMMINS: Well, le t me, t he term I believe is a lter native test site---is a for mal t e r m for t hat
process. Now the fact is that one of t he fea t ures for alternative t est sites, there a re two major drawing
cards I think for those presenting there for t esting: One is that they can go there without hr.tving to go to
their physician, without having to go to a loca l clinic

an~---or

to a hospita l e mergency room because of

the convenience and because of the confidentiality that is there; and two , because it is truly anonymous.
Now, it is---if you---after Proposition 102, that test site will be required to---will be required to report
those who are positive; of course, not those who are negative. But that center would be reporting those
who are positive.
I would suggest to you that those centers will continue to flourish for one very clear and simple
reason, and it's a reason that I experience almost on a daily basis, and it goes like this: We physicians
practicing in communities are faced with, when we want to order an HIV blood test, we are faced with the
reality that today's public health policy calls for testing only

thos~

who are at high risk, only those who

are at high risk; which means, if I as a physician am to request an HIV test for one of my patients, I am in
essence accusing that patient of carrying out one of the activities which represents high-risk behavior.
And for the patient to consent to the test, in essence, is a confession on his or her part that he indeed
might have been engaging in activity which is a high risk in the absence, of course, of a blood transfusion.
Now the accuracy of those perceptions aside, that is the reality and that is why HIV testing, /\IDS testing,
is the rare except ion in community practice today rather than the rule.
Now, to some extent, Proposit ion 102 will not remove that acc usation/confession sort of
mentality; so a patient who happens to have been at high risk, doesn't want to present themselves to their
family doctor nor to their emergency room or anyone else, will still have the opportuni ty to go to these
a l ternat ive test sites in confidence and be tested. I would suspect that most of them would, if they are

So, no, I would anticipate that these testing sites would continue to flourish as alter native testing
sites, the purpose for which they were established, more testing will be done.
CHAIRMAN HART: Any other questions by members? Senator Doolittle.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Dr. Cummins, the Legis lative Analyst earlier stated that their

asSlirnption for the number of persons that would be contac t ed in a contact tracing procedure per tested
individual would be about 25. How do you feel about tha t number? Do it seem abou t right, t oo high, too
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low?
DR. CUMMINS: Well, I would suspect that it is about right; mainly, as she mentioned, it goes back
over several years and it is sort of a tree---in a tree sense, you ·contact an individual who then mentions
it, and then they turn out to be positive. It goes on a little bit. I would look at that 25 figure and say,
instead of shrinking back from the fiscal implications, I would be saying hallelujah, we have an
opportunity here with 25 people who otherwise didn't know they had been exposed to this disease, to let
them know, to tell them not to transfuse any blood, and I would be delighted at the

oppo~tunity

to have

saved virtually thousands of lives.
Let me just tell you -- you don't need a Ph.D. in public health or epidemiologic statistics to
understand a very simple, a very simple statistic, the very simple mathematics of AIDS. If a disease is
doubling in one time period and you have. a million people in the country infected one year and it
doubles -- of course, nationwide it hasn't; a better example would be any particular city such as San
Francisco in the early '80s. If you have, say, 5,000 cases this year and 10,000 the next, it's doubling. Now
if a disease is doubling at that rate, that

m~ans

that on the average every indiv!dual with a disease is

transmitting that disease to one other person per year. Simple statistic, simple concept. If an individual
is asymptomatic and doesn't know he has the disease for seven years, in the first round you've saved seven
lives by letting that person know they're infected early on. If you then multiply that, and of course the
mathematics become a little more complicated, but each of those seven then goes on for another seven
years, you can imagine that bringing the information to just one individual that are infected and thereby
letting them change their behavior and t_e lling them how to change their behavior because education and
counseling is a critical component of contact tracing, you've saved almost a hundred lives with telling
one person. Now, you give me 25 people and I'm going to tell you hallelujah. I'm going to get in there and
save more lives than I .could have in my office down here in Santa Cruz in a professional lifetime.
I estimate from her calculations that contact tracing for those 25 persons per contact, at
15,000 contacts as of June, I believe it was their annual projection, I calculate it at a $24 million a year
expenditure for contact tracing alone, I think, as I'm looking at about te,n times that in terms of projected
management cost at the low end of the management cost. It seems to me that the real critical issue here
that the voters of California need to understand is, if Proposition 102 is good medicine, will prevent
infection, will help prevent the spread of AIDS, then it will save money.

It follows immediately

thereafter. If it won't help stop the spread of AIDS, then it'll cost money. It's real simple. Hundreds of
millions of lives are at stake---l'm sorry, of dollars are at stake; but more importantly, hundreds of
thousands of lives are at stake.
- - - - - -SENA-TBR-f}88LITTLE. Doctm, do you believe, is it your exper ie11ce

tl~at

011ce a per so11 becomes-

aware of a positive test result that that person's behavior changes in terms of reducing the risk of
transmitting HIV to another person?
DR. CUMMINS:

Actually a lot of work has been done in this area, and predominantly in San

Francisco. And it's of interest that when the data is looked at quantitatively, _analyzed statistically by
researchers in this area, there is one key aspect, that is, one key aspect of the counseling and the entire
process of testing and counseling that is critical in behavior modification; and that is, knowledge of
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infect ion. That is , if yo u have--- if yo u know you ar e 1nfa c te or , as a matte r of fa c t, if so 11 eo ne close to
you has been infec ted and has become ill or has died, that is the critical deter mi ning fac t or of behavior
mod ifi cati on .
The answe r is yes a nd th e re is no qu estion ab out it, th a t once an individua l knows t he y're infect ed,
they are much more like ly t o change their behavior t han if t he y are infec t ed and do not know it and
continue to spr ead t he virus.
SENATOR DOOLITTL E: Is it that knowle dge whic h is rea ll y t he basis and justificat ion fo r contact
tracing?
OR. CUMMINS: That is prec ise ly t hat knowle dge . The r e a r e other features as I me nti one d --that
protecting the blood supply is rea ll y c r it ica l.

Th ere's, as you know , a window of---ear ly on in the

infection whe n t he AID S blood t est is no t pos it ive, it 's ne ga t ive, yet these people are st ill contagious.
They donate b ood which passes by the te st ing /sc reening procedur e bec ause of the fa c t th e ir test is
negative and someone rece ives th e in fe c ti on and ge t s AIDS and eventuall y dies from a blood tra nsfusion
that tested negatively . Contact tracing is really our only way to·approach t hese individuals . They know
they've been exposed; we simply tell them don't donate any blood unt il we can---wait. the six months or a
year or wha t ever time it takes to be absolutely certain tha t that exposure did not transmit that virus.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Do you believe most physicians support or oppose Proposition 102?
DR . CUMMINS: Well, of course, I can speak more authoritatively regarding the physicians right in
my count y who I think a vast majority support Proposition 102. We have an endorsement that went out by
the society here . It says, "I Larimore Cummins, M.D •••• endorse the Paul Gann Public Health Act of
1988." That was sent out to all of the members of our medical society and some nonmembers. Most of
those receiving the endorsement signed it. They further indicated it's all right to use my name and
inc luded amongst those who endorsed this. And that's a really strong endorsement. That's not just an
anonymous li ttle polling. A strong endorsement. Here I have the names of 117 or so of those; not all whQ
signed, but some.
In the San Francisco data which was reported by the California Medical Association, and I
ment ioned in my presentation, 72 percent of the physicians practicing in San Francisco by that poll
favored contact tracing and 80 percent favored repor t ing of HIV seropositive which are the
asympto matic cases. I'm sorry, I misspoke. It's 72 percent favor HIV case reporting, reporting those who
test positive but have no symptoms, and BO percent favore d contact tracing. And the reference for that
is t he CMA publication called California Physician, page 21, March of 19BB.
S [ NATOI~

DOOLITT LE: San Francisco is still, is it no t , the number one county for AIDS cases?

DR. CUMM INS: I'm not sure what you mean by .•••
SENA'f OR

Done

e , t m the significance of your poll in San Francisco would be those

physic ians who deal with th e largest number of cases ...

ore CUMMINS: Yes.
SENATOR DOOLIT TLE: ••• have that high a percentage of support for these provisions.
DR. CUMMINS: I th ink that's a reaso nable poi nt t o mak e from t hat observation, yes.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Thank you.
- 17-

CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you very much for your testimony today.
DR. CUMMINS: My pleasure.
CHA RMAN HART: Our next witness is Dr. Neil Flynn. He's director of the Clinic for AIDS and
Related Disorders at U.C. Davis Medical Center and an associate professor of medicine . Dr. Flynn is an
opponent of Proposition 102. Dr. Flynn, welcome.
NEIL FLYNN, M.D.: Thank you, Senator Hart, Senator Presley •••
CHAIRMAN HART:

I'd also like to acknowledge the presence of Senator Keene and

Assemblyman Zeltner.
DR. FLYNN:

All right.

Thank you for this opportunity to address you. I am personally and

professionally opposed to this proposition for a nurnber of reasons. My work in prevention of spread of
the AIDS virus, HIV, over the last five years has led me to conclude that Proposition 102 if it passes will
have a number of deleterious effects on California's struggle to contain the virus and protect its citizens.
It is likely to have a strangulating effect on public health efforts to slow the spread of HIV, current
efforts. It will make the physician-patient relationship with regard to HIV adversarial rattwr than
therapeutic. It appears to me to be a gross violation of individual liberties of persons in high-ris~ as well
as low-risk groups for AIDS. It will divert large amOunts of resources, money, now used in a costefficient way to slow the spread of HIV into relativ.ely useless testing of low-risk individuals and contact
tracing that is extremely expensive, wasteful, and never-ending. And it will destroy the confidentiality
on which research such as mine is based, and which has served California well during this epidemic.
For the past two years I have conducted research on the spread of HIV among IV drug users in
Sacramento County, under a grant from the University of California AIDS Task Force, with money
provided by this Legislature in its wisdom and foresight. My staff have collected data on the risk factors
for spread in this population from extensive interviews with over 700 IV drug users and their sexual
partners. We have also educated each one of these individuals on AIDS risk reduction techniques for an
average of two hours per individual.
For each HIV infection we prevent, the people of c ·a lifornia will save about $50,000 to $100,000 in
health care costs for that drug user, and there will be fewer HIV-infected babies who will die of AIDS
after long painful, expensive illnesses.

In additon, the virus will be delayed from entering the

multipartnered heterosexually active risk group, which recent studies by Larry Bye have shown to be
extremely large in California.
Incidentally, Senator Ellis, regarding •inormal heterosexual behavior", Mr. Bye found that about 30
percent or more of h.eterosexual couples engage in anal intercourse so that the receptive female becomes
at a similar risk to a receptive homosexual man.
We have been able to carry out this project for very little money because of cooperation by IV drug
users and because they trust us. They know that we will keep their identities and their HIV test results
confidential.

There is no way such research and prevention could be <;arried out if Proposition 102

becomes law, in my opinion.
Also, based on my five years of experience in treating people with AIDS and HIV-related illnesses, I
can state that I could not continue to practice good medicine for these patients under a Proposition 102
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situation. The multiple breaches of confident iality are likel y a nd breaches of medic a l eth1 c s that I would
be requ ired to participate in would make me a criminal overnigh t bec ause I s imp ly wou ld refuse to
participate in t he m.
In conc lusion, I believe that Pr oposit ion 102 wo uld unde rm ine the cost -effec ti ve public health,
patient care, and r esearch programs tha t have grown up in C aliforn ia in a relat ive ly enlightened
a tmosphere over the last five years . [t wo uld re place voluntary t est ing and care- prevention programs
with coerci on. It wou ld cost a fortune t o imple me nt, muc h more tha n we have spent to date on research
o r p reventi on eff r t s , most of the money be ing waste d on in tens ive conta ct trac ing o f indiv idua ls fearf u l
of thei r jobs , insura nc e , st a nding in the community, e t c . And it is un likely t ha t it wo uld accompli sh its
presumed goals of li miting spread

o~

HIV . The present course California is on now, of volunt ary testing

and fu nding for publ ic health and high - ri sk e du cation is much more likely, in my opinion, t o resu lt in
con t ro l of HIV . Tha nk you.
CHAIRMAN H ART : Thank you , Dr. Flynn . Senator Keene.
SENATO R BARR Y KEENE: Just an in forma t ional question. You make what appear to be three
points .

I'm not sure whether they're three or two - - the diversion of resources, the adversarial

relat ionship, and the destruction of confidentiality .
O f~.

FLYNN: Yes.

SENATOR KEENE: Are the last two the same point, the adverse ••• ?
DR. FLYNN: They are. They are. And then I believe more expense for prevention of spread than
we have given so far, much more expense and probably less productive.
SENATOR KEENE: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN HART: Senator Doolittle.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

Doctor, do you feel that the present law with reference to the

communicable diseases creates an adversarial relationship?
DR. FLYNN: No, I don't. My patients come to me in trust and confidence that I will retain the
result of their test as I am permitted by law. I am permitted to tell a spquse, and I have interpreted that
law as well in my practice that I can tell a sexual partner who is not in the legal sense a spouse., and I have
done that on a number of occasions, told a sexual partner who remains at risk when the index individual
refuses to tell the partner, I have told them after much soul-searching.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, you're speaking with reference to HIV, but what abo ut the present
law on other reportable diseases?
DR. FLYNN: They are quite different, Senator Doolittle , as you are quite aware. They don't carry
the social impact and impact on job security, insurance, etc., that HIV infection carries ••••
- - - - -SENATO

ut you don't feel that that creates an adversarial rela t ionship, the fact

that you ha ve t o report t o the public health authorities somebody has syphilis or gonorrhea?
l )f~. Fl . YNN: Not at all. Now syphilis-- in practice, syphilis is nu c h e asier to mana!)e in terms of
socin l os t ra c ism than is !-IIV. Thirty or forty years ago syphilis was in a similar position as HIV and people
d id lose their jobs and so on. Today it's---in this atmosphere of today, it's a relatively m inor in fe c ti o:1 .
SEN /\ TOR DOOLITTLE: Then, of course, we've had these laws for some time, and I believe they go
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back to a time when syphilis wasn't even curable.
DR. FLYNN: Some of them do.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: And nevertheless, that was the obligation. Do you feel in a similar vein
therefore that they don't destroy confidentiality, the fact that you have to report ••• ?
DR. FLYNN: My objection to including HIV on that list would be that the results of reporting and
perhaps loss of confidentiality are quite different for gonorrhea and syphilis versus HIV. This society has
not yet reached maturity with respect to HIV. It appears to have reached maturity with respect to other
venereal diseases.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: But you aren't aware, are you, of any cases where confidentiali ty has been
breached under the existing cases that have been reported? I guess it would be outside California. Well,
it would be in California, too, because AIDS actually is reportable, is it not? Are you aware of any breach
there?
DR. FLYNN:

Once an individual" reaches the diagnosis of AIDS, it is infrequent that loss of

confidentiality will result in the tremendous impact that it would if the individual was simply HIV
infected.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

But that wasn't my que's tion.

My question was, are you aware that

confidentiality has been breached in the cases that we know of where these cases are reported to the
public health officials? You're speaking more to the result. I'm just asking •••
DR. FLYNN: I think ·public health departments are quite careful with their data. People in public
hea.lth are extremely careful with confidentiality. However, there. have been a number of breaches in
confidentiality in physicians' offices, private physicians' offices, which under this proposition would be
free to test at almost a 'drop of a hat, entry into hospital, whatever their whim. It would remove the
consent, signed consent provision under which now at least a person knows that he or she will be tested.
And I would say yes, there will be many breaches of confidentiality under Proposition 102 from hospital
testing and from private office testing. And they wi.ll result in ••••
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: But not from the reporting system to the public health officers?
DR. FLYNN: Once it gets to public health, they will not release it, but on the way, it will
be- --there will be many breaches of confidentiality ·as have occurred to date in private practices and
hospitals.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:
Well, and
since they're occurring now, I mean, you're acknowledging just
.
.
some reality that goes on.

I~

happens now even without Proposition 102 being law.

DR. FLYNN: It happens now in small numbers, but the patient is protected by a signed consent
which states

tha~

we the provider will go to extreme measures to prevent release of confidentiality and
-we also are punishable by a fine and imprisonment if we in a private office release---allow this to be
released. So the conditions are much better now than they would be under this proposition.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, I was with you until that point, but it still will be a crime subject to
fine and so forth if they're released even after 102 goes into law.
DR. FLYNN: And yet much more testing will go on with much less indication.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

You mentioned in your testimony this "will divert large amounts of
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resources, now used in a cost-efficient way".

What basis do you have to believe that resources are being

used in a cost-efficient way now?
DR. FLYNN: I think that education of high-risk groups has achieved remarkable reduction in the
rate of transmission of this virus for very little money. For instance, in Sacramento County, with the
expenditure of somewhere around $100,000 to $200,000 per year on B,OOO IV drug users, we've seen no
increase in the number or percent of infected IV drug users in the last year. And that's with a very small

.

amount of money being put into education and prevention programs.
Now, the amount of money that would be required to test and contact tracP- would be
astronomically higher than what we've put into prevention to date.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Have we seen any decrease in the percentages?
. DR. FLYNN: There's no way to detect a decrease, since once one is infected, one remains infected.
I mean, it doesn't go away, so that the rate either levels out at some level or continues to climb. It never
decreases. The rate of transmission may decrease.
SENATOR D_DOLITTLE: I guess that's what I'm asking. Do we see any---we're still getting new
cases, aren't we, at a certain percentage?
DR. FLYNN: Yes. And those represent infections that occurred, new AIQS cases, those occurred
five to seven years ago, those infections.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: But we don't really know what the rate of infection is, do we, or how
that's •••?
DR. FLYNN: We have a very good idea of what the rate of infection.is now among IV drug users. It
will require a couple more years to tell how rapidly that's changing, but it appears to be relatively stable.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: You mean that the rate's not changing, but that means that at a certain--the consistent rate, a certain number of people each year are acquiring the new infection, right?
DR. FLYNN: Probably are. But we think that it has slowed down. We don't know. We can't prove it
for several

mar~

years, but we think so.

SCNATOR DOOLITTLE: Okay. Well, I know you're opP.osed to 102 and I appreciate the forthright
testimony you've given, but you wouldn't disagree with the Legislative Analyst's statement, would you, of
the three rna jar uncertainties about this disease -- lack of reliable information about the AIDS epidemic,
fluid nature of the epidemic, or how the provisions of the initiative would be interpreted here?
DR. FLYNN: No, I wouldn't disagree, but I would say that we can accomplish everything that this
initiative will accomplish and more t!lrough our continuation of voluntary programs as we have now, and
even strengthening the provisions of the law that protect confidentiality and anonymity in testing. It's
my opinion that continuing along the road we go now, we'll be more effet.ct·v_e__t.hanJf Proposition 1-02
becomes law. And our goal Is prevention.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN HART:

Dr~

Flynn, could I just ask one question, and you may not want to comment, but

Pd be interested? If Proposition 102 passes, what are you going to do? and what will your colleagues that
are involved in this research do? Will you -- it's sort of an implication here-- will you discontinue your
practice or will you have to engage in surreptitious aGtivity?
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DR. FLYNN: With respect to prevention a.mong IV drug users, my source of IV drug users would dry
up. I would not have access to those IV drug

~sers

anymore. I believe, from my discussions with them,

that they would go underground and avoid all contact with health maintenance and public health
individuals and individuals such as myself doing research. It is only by our guarantee of confidentiality in
our research that we've been able to reach these individuals to date.
With regard to my patient practice, I would do what I consider medically, ethically correct for each
patient. If that conflicted with the law, I would be in conflict with the law. My first responsibility is to
my patients and to medical ethics.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Our next witness will be Dr. Laurens White. He's president of the California Medical Association
and is also an
opponent of Proposition 102. Dr. White, welcome.
I
LAURENS WHITE, M.D.: Senators and Assemblyman Zeltner, I am Laurens White. I am president
of the California Medical Association; 34,000 physicians in California through their House of Delegates
and Board of Trustees opposed Proposition 102. I don't want to pretend that all 34,000 do, because some
members of the CMA don't feel that way. There are two local medical societies, Santa Cruz and MercedMariposa, who have come out in support, but the rest of the medical societies have not done so; and
specifically, many of them -- San Francisco, Orange, Los Angeles, many of the others-- plus the
CMA oppose Proposition 102. There are many reasons for this, and let me give you a few.
We believe that the fact that this is written to be unamendable is in two respects contemptuous of
the legislative process. It ignores what has happened

~his

year and in the past, and it assumes that the

Legislature could not and should not be allowed to modify the law were this to be passed. It ignores
Senator Hart's bills, Senator Maddy's bill, John Vasconcellos' bi,ll, Seymour's bill, a number of others, and
puts into stone the way the State of California would deal with this disease and not allow it to be amended
except by
~hink,

anoth~r

initiative. For a disease this fluid in a state of our knowledge this premature, this is, I

wanton silliness. It is also, I think, contemptible. The notion that there will be no relaxation of

consent is untrue. If the Governor signs .senator Hart's bill, this will allow us to tell others in the health
care of an individual patient about the antibody status

~r

the virus statu.s of a patient when they need to

know about that individual patient. It would still require that the patient gives an informed consent. It
would eliminate the requirement that it be in writing. But to eliminate .that consent at all, which this
proposition would do, indicates a total unfamiliarity with both the constitution and the law and the
doctrine in California of Cobbs v. Grant, which says if you do not obtain a consent from a patient after
adequate information, you have in fact ruptured your basic responsibility to tell the patient about them.
-lt- elaims in this-proposition

or this initiative that we have to tell the health officers about ti'te--

antibody status of these patients. I believe if there had been an antibody test at the time AIDS became a
reportable disease that that might have been reportaple too, but it wasn't. And when the antibody test
was developed in March of 1985, the reason that it was made nonreportable was because they wanted to
protect the blood banks, and

t~at

has effectively been done. I don't think that we should allow it now to

be reportable for two reasons: One, I think that a lot of people WOL!ld stop being tested, and I will mention
that in a minute; but two, there's no public health officer who thinks that it would be a useful thing to do.
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It would in fact be an enormous expenditure of money, and contact tracing would be an enormous
expenditure of money. And I think if Dr. Cummins and his little group had some health officers who said
we think this would be a useful thing to do or a good way of spending money, I'd have to reexamine the
situation, but there are no health officers who think this would be a useful thing to do and presumably
they know something about it.
Perhaps the thing that bothers me as much as anything else about this initiative is that there's
nothing in it about research except the effect would be to stifle it. There's nothing in it about education
except that the effect would be unknown. And there's nothing in it about financing the enormous expense
of this disease. If they want me to believe that this proposition is to stop the disease, there's got to be
something in the initiative that has something to do with stopping the spread of the disease. All there is,
is report, report, report, contact trace, contact trace, contact trace.
Let me go through a couple of the things that bother me. I won't talk about the costs; I think they
are quite enormous. It would require every physician to report to the local health officer anyone infected
or he had or she had reason to believe might be infected. Well, I don't know what "reason to believe"
might be. I could imagine that "reason to believe" in some people's minds might be a gay patient or
someone you thought might have shot drugs. But that is not reason to do a report that might lead to a lot
of embarrassing thing.
It would end anonymous test sites.

When Dr. Cummins says that alternate test sites would

continue, alternate test sites would not continue. They exist now to provide anonymous testing for
people who choose to go there rather than to some other source. It was initially set up to protect the
blood banks from people who would go to the blood banks to be tested. Perhaps its most iniquitous
feature is the damage that it might do to blood banking in the State of California. Right now, the blood
banks share with each other information about the names of people tested and confirmed to be carrying
this virus or the antibody to it. They're now doing both tests.
If this initiative were to pass, in addition to that sharing, which is really protecting the blood

supply, which I favor by the way, which I think all of us would favor-- we don't want to use contaminated
blood -- but this would also report these people from the blood bank to the local health officer.
Everywhere testing and reporting becomes mandatory, people stop getting tested. The evidence is
overwhelming in every place except the State of Colorado where there is no mandatory testing, but there
is voluntary testing with mandatory reporting. And in Colorado that hasn't changed much, but in the
State of Illinois, in January 1 of this year, everybody who got married in Illinois had to start getting
tested for AIDS and that test was reported to the health officer.
In the State of Illinois, marriages ar_e_do_wn 60 percent-rand t-!:le-J'easeFrappears to-be-that-peupte
don't want to get married in Illinois because they're going to get tested and the test is going to be
reporter!. There cannot be in this whole world, Senator Ellis, a lower risk group than heterosexuals in the
StatP. of Illinois; and yet they do not want to run the risk of getting tested and reported. So what do they
do? fhey go to Indiana.
SLNI\ TOr~ ELLIS: (Inaudible.)
DR. WHITE: No, they get married. They go to Indiana, Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Iowa;
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and marriages are up in those states and down in Illinois.
Manda t ory repor t ing achieves t he opposite of what you want it to ach ieve because people, even
low-risk people, are afraid t o be tested and have that test reported. We do not want that to happen here.
The State of Louisiana which tr ied the .same trick abandoned that law six months later. California
couldn't do that if this dreadful initiative passes, because it would take another initiative, ano t her vote
of the peop e, to rescind that action and return to sanity. And you keep coming back to the notion that
these people want it to be frozen. "'fhey don't want to be able to deal with the disease as it moves along.
It would allow insurers to test. I think that's probably going to happen anyway. A bill has been
passed -- it's on the Governor's desk -- to allow insurance---life insurance companies to test, but not
health. The biggest drawback to allowing health insurers to test and t hen not insure people who test
positive is that this puts those people if they are uninsurable for their health care on the public rol s if and
when they get sick.
It would require that doctors report, as I mentioned before. There's a $250 fine if you don't. It also
says that everybody who tests positive, has been told so, has seven days to report in writing to the local
health officer naming everyone by name and address with whom they have had sexual or needle-sharing
contact for the preceding x years. X is not defined. With a disease with an incubation period somewhere
between 5 and 12 years, that could be a very large number of people indeed. Most needle sharers and IV
drug abusers are not aware of either the name or address and many sexual partners are not aware of the
name or address. This could be quite absurd.
It also allows anybody to wear any clothing the_y want to protect themselves in any environment
from contact with someone with AIDS, presumably bank tellers and waiters and waitresses in
restaurants. It does something that is specifically silly. It requires the p acing on any blood specimen or
tissue specimen of a biohazard label if you know that specimen is infected. There have been several
studies reported, in the last few months, in the New England Journal of Medicine and the Journal of the
American Medical Association showing that placing such a label on some specimens increases rather than
decreases the danger because the laboratory will treat them differently and be less careful about the
others. All specimens should be regarded as infected.
Lastly, as I mentioned actually at the start and I will end with it, it changes the consent to being no
more than that for any other blood test. It seems to me, in terms of education, in terms of ethics and
responsibility, we have a responsibility to tell people what we are going to do; and when we are going to
test their blood for something with this kind of implication, we should inform them of it and get their
consent to do it. The CMA voted last year to make that not be written any longer; and in your bill,

information was given. But again, to mention Cobbs v. Grant, this thing I believe poses a really serious
legal issue as to whether you can overturn a doctrine of that sort simply by passing an initiative saying
you don't have to do it. I'm not sure that this would allow you to get away from the responsibility of
responsibly informing a pl;ltient.
Were the so-called Physicians for a Logical AIDS Response to .have the county health officers on
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their side or anybody on their side who knows something about this disease or anybody such as Don
Francis, from whom you'll hear in a minute, who knows a great deal about this disease and others, I would
have to take them more seriously. They have no such experts. I'd simply want to point out since he won't
do it, Donald Francis was one of the people who eliminated smallpox from the world. This is a man who
knows a lot about communicable disease, and he opposes it too. He and a small group of people from the
World Health Organization eliminated an entire virus disease from the world. There are no cases; and
except by accident, there should not ever again be any. So why do the experts all think this initiative is
dreadful? Because it is.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN HART: Doctor, can I ask one question? You mentioned that the California Medical
Association is opposed to Proposition 102. Could you describe that process by which the CMA takes a
position in opposition? You mentioned the House of Delegates. Was this formally debated before the
House of Delegates and was it a strong majority or what are the rules that bind you in terms of making
recommendations on ballot measures?
OR. WHITE:

As I mentioned initially, it was by no means unanimous. nut the process is that

initiatives are presented --we call them resolutions-- to our House of Delegates on a yearly basis, and
resolutions on this whole gamut of issues were presented to our House of Delegates for the past five
years. Proposition 102 specifically was both discussed and debated and voted on by the 421 members of
our House of Delegates who represent the 34,000 member physicians. And a large majority, I can't give
you the number, but a large majority of the House of Delegates opposed Proposition 102 and, therefore,
whether I wanted to or not, as president I am bound by the fact that the House of Delegates adopted as
policy opposition to Proposition 102 as it existed.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you. Other questions by members? Senator Keene.
SENATOR KEENE: Based on your testimony, it seemed to me that you were saying that the effect
of the measure is rather punitive in the eyes of the person who is being tested. Is that in fact your
judgment? If not, how differently would you describe it?
DR. WHITE: My only quibble would be the word "punitive"-- how punitive. My concern is that I
think the individual would have regarded as such simply because he is not being given or she is not being
given any opportunity to make any part of the decision about testing or reporting. To that extent, yes, I
think it's punitive.
I'm concerned about the issue of what the health officer can do to stop the spread of the disease as
well.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay?
SENATOR KEENE: Thank you.
CHAIRMAN HART: Senator Doolittle.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Doctor, have you polled your membership as to whether they support 102
or not?
DR. WHITE: Yes.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: What was the response?
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DR. WHITE: The vote was a majori t y of the House of Delegates opposing it. We have not polled the
ind iv idual members si nce the individ ual me mbers of the CMA on the last five occasions when t hey were
polled, less than 25 percen t of them responded to the po ling.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Oka y. Well, t hat's what I was referring to, is not the de legates, but to the
members themse lves.
DR. WHITE: Well, we don't usually have a requ irement to do so, a nd that---except when a specific
member of the House of Delegates asks for t hat to be polled, it isn't done.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

I would just respectfully disagree with your assertion that no one

knowledgeable in AIDS supports 102 because, I mean, t he facts contradict that. I respect your position,
the feeling you have on this; but I th ink it's---I think it takes one step or two beyond credibility to assert
that only the know-nothings support Proposition 102.
DR. WHITE: I think those are your words, Senator, not mine. I didn't call them know-nothings. I
just said, no one who is backing this proposition has the trac:k record of those who are opposing it. From
the public health point of view, from the research point of view, from the clinical practice point of view,
those are not the people who are dea li ng with the disease or the people with the disease and trying to
prevent its spread. And if they really were serious about it, the people proposing this initiative would
have something in it about education; they'd have something in it about research; they'd have something
in it about anti-discrimination; they'd have

somet~ing

in it about funding. All missing.

SENATOR DOOLITTLE: We ll , I ~m one of those people who is very serious about it and I did not see
fit to urge the inclusion of those things, so there is a reasonable disagreement here. And I hope you're not
questioning all of us in our sincerity about fightin9 this !;lisease.
DR. WHITE: I am not questioning anybody's sincerity. I don't know anyone who doesn't want to
fight this disease and achieve its containment and eradication.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Thank you.
DR. WHITE: We can certainly differ about the means.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you very much, Dr. White, for your testimony .
Our next witness is Mr. Paul Gann, who is president of People's Advocate, who is a proponent of
Proposition 102. Welcome, Mr. Gann. ·
MR. PAUL GANN: Thank you very much. It's a pleasure to be here, and I wish it was under
different circumstances, however.
I would like to say, Senator Hart, an d to the comm ittee, that I am one of those people who have the
virus. I didn't go around playing loose with my wife to get AIDS. I was in a hospital and I had a very
given me was tainted; it was bad blood. So you know what it's going to do to me, gentlemen. It's going to
kill me one day, because anybody that tells you in research that they have come up with an idea as to the
fact that once you have HIV, you're all right, you'll .never have AIDS-- that in not only a misconception,
that'a

::t

hig fAt lie. Aecause I talk t'o people from all over the world who m·e in the rosearch luruinonn.

And I would like to ask a question -- I know I shouldn't, but I have to ask the question: If we don't
report HIV, why in God's name do we report AIDS? HIV is just as contagious as AIDS. You can---once you
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have HIV, you have about 6 or 7, maybe 10 years, as one of the doctors said, that you can run around doing
whatever you were doing before. But it seems to me that what they're---in reporting AIDS, they're
saying to the people, "Hey, we're doing our duty." Old John Snow has gone out and he has degenerated
from HIV to AIDS. Now that he is so close to the cemetery and so nearly dead, he's no longer a danger to
you sexually or otherwise, so we're going to be big and report HIV---1 mean, AIDS, but we aren't going to
report HIV because Old John Snow has 6, 7, or 8, maybe 10 years to live just like he lived before he had the
virus. Maybe he doesn't even know it. In fact, many people say that BO percent of the people in the State
of California are unaware of the fact that they have HIV.
And in discussing cost, and I do that quite often because I'm kidding my people about being involved
in this, when normally it's trying to save the taxpayer money; but on the other hand, I would just like to
ask the people who are so upset about the cost of this thing, why don't they just tell you the truth and tell
you that if by testing people, they would then no longer disperse this virus. As an example, the first
question I asked when I found that I had the virus was, "Doctor, am I contagious to my family, my loved
ones, my friends?" And the Doctor said, "Why do you want to know, Paul?"

And I said very simply,

"Because if I am, I'll leave home tonight." Because I would not transfer HIV, and I don't have AIDS, by the
way, I have HIV; but by the way, anybody that doesn't think it's contagious, the next time you go to the
hospital and need some blood, let me know and I'll come over and give you some. Now, I made that
proposition to a group of doctors the other day who was against reporting HIV --report AIDS, but not HIV.
And I said, "Doctors, if HIV isn't contagious, then why won't you accept my blood?" Well, I mean, that's a
vicious thing to do, but I had to do it simply because people with certficates are saying-- in fact, there's a
story in one of the Bay Area papers on Saturday that to me is -- is terrible, simply not because they're
opposing 102. I've been opposed before, you may not believe that, but I have. That isn't the reason. But
what they say here is, in reality that---why they're even asking that people be reported that only have
HIV. Well, then, why report AIDS? Does anybody know why they report AIDS? Really? Because it is a
communicable, contagious disease; and the law in the State of California is very plain on a communicable
disease being reported to the Departmert of Health. And if we aren't going to report them to the
Department of Health, then I don't know why we don't just cancel out.
Now, I listened to Dr. White, and I've listened to him before, and I really admire the doctor as an
adversary. But let me tell you something. He said the reason---one ·of the reasons in one of our debates,
one of the reasons that he couldn't condone 102 was that AIDS is hard to get, you have to really have
sexual relation with somebody or you have to get bad blood or you have to be dealing with a dope addict.
Well, how can a dope addict give it to you unless a dope addict has AIDS? I mean, so my point is this: and I
said, well then, then you people will want to you me as soon as this is over with and re p.ealJ:he_healt.bJaw;:o-S--in the State of California. Because we report syphilitic; we report gonorrhea. In fact, that's what my
doctor said to me, "If you want something I can report to the health department, go out and get yourself a
good venereal disease and then by law I have to report it." When I said, "Why not AIDS? why not me? why
not HIV, doctor?" he said, "It's very simple; we can cure the gonorrhea and the syphilitic in a matter of
months. But Mr. Gann, you're going to die with AIDS because there is no cure."
Well, isn't it that much more important that we know something about this disease. Who in the
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name of God are we out fighting to protect?
I

testifi~d

in Washington just recently, and do you know what they were trying to do, and I guess

they will be successful? They want to make AIDS a civil rights issue. Who in God's name has the civil
right to go out and give you a virus that is going to kill you? Not maybe kill you, but it's going to kill you
unless science comes up with something rapidly. They haven't come up with anything up to this time.
So, are we saying that life is unimportant? Is that what we are saying, really? And there are so
many different statements made by experts as to how many people have AIDS and how many people have
the virus that you don't know who to believe. But I'll tell you this much: If somebody went on a drinking
spree and got drunk and came in here and shot a couple, three of us with a sawed-off shotgun, you know
what we'd do? We'd take that jerk's civil rights away from him immediately, wouldn't we?
So, my point to you i.s that nobody has the civil right to kill people. Yet if you knowingly pass this
virus on to someone else, you have

passed~

death sentence on that person. So why? Why---or who are we

trying to protect? Why are we trying to protect them? I just don't understand, and I think it's only reason
that someone in my position should have this explained to them by some brilliant person who knows, who
we are out trying to protect. We certainly aren't out to protect the people that we've taken an oath to
protect. We aren't protecting them, because they're going down every day. Yes, Senator.
CHAIRMAN HART: Senator Keene.
SENATOR KEENE:

I just want to be clear about whether you're addressing the testing issue,

mandatory testing or mandatory reporting. Because your argument seems to lead to the conclusion that
everybody ought to be tested, and I wonder if yo'u believe that everybody ought to be tested.
MR. GANN: Well, I hope not, Senator. I hope

~hat

we can get the point across to people that this is

a very deadly disease, and I believe that the average person, maybe not, but I just know the first thought
that came to me was: have 1---have I contaminated anyone? Have I sentenced someone to death? I
believe the average person would feel that way.
But when you think about the fact that the person can be tested and be positive and then not even be
aware of it himself, or---you know, to me, that's ludicrous.
SENATOR KEENE: But my question is, do you want to test everybody?
MR. GANN: No. If I had wanted .to te.s t everybody, I think it would be in this issue. Eventually
maybe we will have to c.ome to point of testing everybody. Who knows? But on the other hand, we should
do something about-- as an example, I just read over the weekend where one organization says that we
will be burying, what is it, 72,000 in 1991? That isn''t a long ways off. We'd be awfully upset-- I can just
see the people out in the street here parading and yelling and screaming -- if we had a war with somebody
- - ---l'Stf'RW"dHwe-lost that many people, we'd be excited about it.
SENATOR KEENE: Mr. Gann, I agree with you as to the magnitude of the problem. What we're
really trying to focus on is what works. If we don't test everybody, who then do we test?
MR. GANN: Well, of course, this doesn't demand that

~nybody

be tested.

SENATOR KEENE: Right.
MR. GANN: This just says that if you are tested, it goes to the health department or it should go.
SI.N/\ fOI~ KEEN£::: Well, it does provide some· rnanriates.
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MR. GANN: I beg your pardon.
SENATOR KEENE: It does provide some limited mandateil for involunta1 y testing.
MR. GANN: Well, but on the other hand, it's primarily there for the purpose of letting the doctor
report people who he tests that has HIV positive.
SENATOR KEENE: Okay. Letting or requiring?
MR. GANN: I beg your pardon.
SENATOR KEENE: Letting the doctor report or requiring the doctor to report?
MR. GANN: Yes, yes, let the doctor report it to the health department. Otherwise, why don't we
repeal the stupid law that says if you have syphilitic, you have to report it, Doctor? Isn't it strange? I
understand by physicians that that is a venereal disease that's sexually created.
SENATOR KEENE: Okay. If it is going to be reported, that has a consequence for people and the
argument is made that mandatory reporting will discourage responsible people from being tested, even
responsible people from being tested.
MR. GANN: Well, Senator, I don't mean to be in disagreement with a man in your position. But 40
years ago •••
SENATOR KEENE: I'm just asking the question. I'm just putting the question to you.
MR. GANN: Well, okay, all right.
SENATOR KEENE: I'm just trying to find ••••
MR. GANN: Yes. I don't believe that myself. I think that people who knowingly have HIV would be
more careful. I don't think they would spread it.

Yet for somebody to tell me today that it isn't

spreading, then I would say, "You don't even watch television, much less read." Because it is spreading.
SENATOR KEENE: Okay. If people who know that they have HIV are going to change their
behavior by virtue of that knowledge, you're presuming that that's a responsible person. If it's a
responsible person, why won't they go out voluntarily and get tested? Why does it have to be mandated?
Why does reporting have to be mandated?
MR. GANN: Well, Senator, I'll tell you what a congressman told me two weeks ago in Washington,
DC. He said, "Mr. Gann" --I suppose that he was right-- he said, "if we were all angels, we wouldn't need
any laws." But he said, "I'm going to discourage you, Mr. Gann; we aren't all angels, so we do have to have
laws." But Senator, I would say that if it ever came to the point to where that we couldn't stop the spread
of AIDS any other way, then I'd say test everybody. I voluntarily---! was voluntarily tested. Nobody was
taking a gun and made me get a test.
If the time comes-- I have a little more respect for the people out there maybe than a lot of people
do because I work with people, and I believ ~hat if someone was re orted to t

bealth department-nnde----

that person knew it, I think that person would be more careful. I really believe that with all my heart.
And it is spreading. In fact, right here in our beautiful city, I just was stopped by a young couple
pushing a baby buggy, right here. And the lady said, "Mr. Gann, can we talk to you for a minute?" and I
said, "Yes." She said, "Mr. Gann, this little five-year-old boy is my baby. I gave birth to him in '84." He
was premature, a little premature, and he had to have a blood transfusion. And my husband and I are
watching our little

fiw~

year old die with AIDS, and there isn't one single thing that we can do about it."
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And a ll I'm asking is that let's try t o stop t he spread. The only cure for A OS today is to stop the spread of
AIDS. That's the only cure t here is. The r e is no other c re. Now·, that isn't a cure, but et's stop it from
spread ing.
I have a great-grandson that's f ive years old. I don't want him to worry about dying with A.IDS. Let
rne die. Let anyone e se die that has AIDS. But for God's sake, let's don' t cont inue the spread of it until
we wipe this country out.
And anybody that te lls you that th is cost will be so excessive -- but t he r e will be no cost. I have
never heard in debates or in opposit ion -- nobody on t he opposite side or t hat's fig hting 102 has guts
enough or something to come out and say, "Well, it wi ll cost $100,000 t o $1 50,000 for every person that
the AIDS- and HIV-infected person passes that germ on to," -- $100,000 to $150,000, isn't that money?
Sure it is. Now, we know that one state has just followed some people-- it cost them to do that $105 for
each one of those people that they put a tail on and followed it out. So I don't know how much it will cost,
but I'd just like to ask this committee, how much is 150,000 California lives worth? I don't think we should
kill people; at least if you're going to kill them, let's be ladies and gentleman about it and shoot them so at
least their family won't be grieving for six or seven months waiting for them t o die.
It's a good bill and there's nothing vicious in the bill. There is nothing unreasonable. And if we can
do the job without it, then I ask a very simple question, why aren't we doing the job? We certainly aren't
doing it.

Why would anybody that had AIDS mind having a doctor, a hea lth department that had

knowledge -- because we have no cure ever. Doctors that work with us know that there is a treatment.
You can give people an extra two, three, or five years of life. And I'll te

you, once you have the death

sentence, three, four, or five years seems very precious. It really does.
So I just say, why be brutal to the people who are innocent and don't have the virus as well as being
brutal maybe to those who don't go in and get tested or that aren't put in contact with the health
department so that they may have a couple of extra years or three or four extra years of life. You know,
it's a precious thing. I just wish you wou ld think about the fact that you and I and we have a responsibility
to each other. And why is it that we are simply legislating to protect people with AIDS? Why, in God's
name? It doesn't make sense. We don 't do it with a bad lung. We don't do it with syphilitic. We don't do it
with 54 other or 58 other contagious diseases in the State of California. So what is wrong with telling the
truth and just saying, "This is a communicable disease"?

And it should be with t he communicable

diseases. It should be. Maybe number 59. Anyway, it should be there so that the doctors-- and by the
way, doctors who talk to me are not out fighting 102. Neither are the nurses. They say, "Thank God
somebody came out and began to expose AIDS and to try to protect the people who work to save your
1

es:""" So It's a good bltl.it's clean. And by the way, just for the sake of those people who think that we-

should not write a health bill, I want to tel you that we didn't. We had a dozen or so of the best doctors in
the State of California that prepared the entir e issue and wrote it so that they themselves would feel that
it was something they could work with.
Thank you very much. And I would---if you have a question, I'd be happy to answer it.
CHAIRMAN HART: Any questions by members? Senator Presley.
SENATOR ROBERT PRESLEY: When you wrote the Gann spending li mit , you excluded bonds that
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are on the ballot. Is this initiative excluded from the Gann spending limit?
MR. GANN: No. There is nothing---it doesn't say one way or the other. It doesn't go into that.
However, if it was necessary, we would manage to come up with the money because they have figured out
ways to go around the Gann spending limit for nine years now, so I'm sure they •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: How do you suggest we get around it with this one?
MR. GANN: I'm s u r e - - - - - - manage to get around it with this one. If it's necessary, who
wouldn't, who wouldn't want to get around it, Senator Presley?
SENATOR PRESLEY: I don't like the word "get around"; I'd rather confront it head-on is •••
MR. GANN: Well, maybe, in fact, maybe we should. But if it takes that, then let's do it. Whatever
it takes because there's nothing more precious than human life and yet people are dying.

We have

nowhere to run to. People used to have America to run to, but America with AIDS has no place to run to
because it's a world issue. It's all over.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Thank you.
MR. GANN: Thank you very much.
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you, Mr. Gann. We really appreciate your joining us today.
Our next witness is an opponent to Proposition 102, Dr. David Kears, Health Officer, Alameda
County; member of the California Department of Health Services AIDS Leadership Committee.
MR. DAVID KEARS: Let me first thank you, but correct you. I am not a physician and I'm not the
health officer; I'm the health director for Alameda County, okay? That puts me in a position where I have
to take the most regrettable position of after first following Mr. Gann and his testimony, and I certainly
have deep sympathy for his position and for his concerns. But it also puts me in an awkward position of
having to, if this bill passes, implement this bill. And there are major provisions of the bill that I find very
difficult and very problematic for which I would ask that you consider and along with other testimony,
adopt a resolution against this thing.
One of the things, it's not the first thing, but a secondary concern, was reference to cost. Mr. Gann
did make a very impassioned concern saying that if in fact the need is there the money will follow. Last
night I got a call from our emergency room saying that there are simply no more beds, there is no room
anywhere, there were 16-17 gurneys with people on, and we have not room to take one more ambulance. I
would inform you quite frankly that the health care system in this state is in a crisis. There is not enough
money now, there is absolutely no indication, and you just passed a budget. So if you think that the need is
any greater, you know, this need is not there now, it's not being addressed now. It is not going to get any
better. It's only going to get worse. And you don't have the money to deal with the pressing needs now
and the ·mandates imposed on us. I have seen no indications you're going to be able to find or free u the
money to address new mandates, and this in fact is a mandate.
But the real heart of this measure goes to a fundamental issue-- do you believe that the efforts and
the practice that are currently pursued in this state to combat AIDS and stop the spread of the disease
are working or they're not? If you actually believe that they're working, then you must oppose this bill.
Because fundamental to our strategy is the fact that we will get---receive the confidence and
cooperation of the population that we want to work with. And we've set up the strategy to do that by
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working with the groups and by giving them confidentiality, allowing them anonymity in the testing of it.
And we have found that this in fact has encouraged people to come forth and take the testing. There is
contact tracing occurring now, when it h.a s the support and cooperation of the individual. And there is
behavioral changes when in fact people come forth and as part of a comprehensive program, respond to
counseling, respond to involvement, and take appropriate actions. But we know what was critical to our
success, however, is to bring the people into the solution of the problem and to the stopping of the spread
of AIDS.
When we look at what statistics we have, I would admit that maybe it isn't all the best in the world
and that some of the data may contradict itself. aut one of the counties that has probably taken the lead
role, the lead role perhaps in the country if not just in the state, is San Francisco. And they report a new
infection rate of almost that approximates zero. So if the concept of confidential and anonymous testing
was a failed concept, then you would see rates---rates or new increases in San Francisco, and you're not
seeing that. That speaks for the success of the current policy and it argues against one that would move
away from that.
Then we get into that issue of cost, and again, I hate to harp on cost. But that, you know, I have to
balance a budget. Again, I don't speak from a medical perspective. I'm responsible for coming in each
year with a budget and living within that means. And I tell you the issue of 25 contacts per case is a
reasonable estimate to make, and a cost of a minimum of $1600-1700 is a fair estimate. Where is that
money going to come from? Truly, if---if in fact that there was a different approach in the use of
reporting, mandatory reporting, actually did reduce and better than the current strategy and approach is
the number of new incidents and such that the spread of AIDS actually decreased, I would be all for it.
Everyone would be all for it. You'd be foolish. These are tactics we're talking about. They're not
philosophy issues or moral issues. We're talking about a tactical approach to a problem that plagues all of
us. And if there's a better tactic, we should all embrace that tactic. But the evidence we have suggests
that it won't improve the situation; it'll make it worse. And if it makes it worse by essentially people not
coming forth, not cooperating with us, not working with us to solve the probl~m, then in fact the AIDS
will spread and more people will be infected and the cost will escalate. But even if we had a trial period,
even if we wanted just to test this hypothesis out, you would still have at least a one- to two-year period
in which you would have to fund both ·ends of the problems. You would have to fund our current efforts
plus you would have to fund the mandates that are contained in this bill. And I see nothing in this bill, no
indication, none of you here have indicated that the state would pass concurrent with this, if this should
pass, a law that's saying all cost will be borne entirely out of state government. Because I can tell you
tltat rigltt now we deny cate in

001

counties; light
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enretge11cy toorrrs, tmnirrg away people, and thatls

a life-and-death issue. And there is no money to be told to pay for this.
We talk about the health officer. The health officer is just one person. So when you really talk
about calling and notifying the health officer, you're really talking about the county health department.
And to do BI'JY of these follow-ups and to do any of the things, again, you're talking millions of dollars for
large counties, hundreds of thousands for smellers, you're talking at least immediate augmentation
!ltlmewhere in the 25 to 50 million dollar range. And if you're willing to make a mandate, you're willing to
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commit that; and if you're willing to support this kind of thing, you have to support the consequences if it
fails the way we think it will.
Others have talked more eloquently than I have about the problem of the initiative process. Again,
you now, when we sit around in our office and we plan policy, we're always questioning what we're doing,
whether it's effective or not, and whether we ought to do something different. But one of the advantages
we have at that level is if we're wrong, we can try to change it quickly. And believe me, the health
community that is in charge with dealing with this problem isn't unanimous on all approaches and
strategies and doesn't not subject itself to criticism.

We're not captives of some kind of political

movement as is often referred to. We want a solution as much as anyone else, and if it means changing,
we're willing to change. But this doesn't help us deal with that. If there's a failure of leaders ip, then it
seems to me that the Legislature and the Governor have to look at themselves for that and see how they
can work better with the health community to make sure we try different things and different
approaches. But you shouldn't---you should not recommend this bill. You should not adopt this bill. And
again, there's passions on both sides of this. Again, l---it's hard always to follow or to argue against
someone who, again, suffers from the very thing that he's trying to fight to prevent, but I tell you that
when you're out there on the front lines and when you're trying to get the cooperation of large segments
of people who won't even come---some of them won't come in for general primary care, let alone any kind
of---1 mean, they don't have private doctors. I have women who deliver---drug-using women who deliver
with no prenatal care whatsoever, and they knowingly know that the injection of heroin or cocaine is in
fact endangering their lives and their babies. But it's a struggle out there to get their response, their
cooperation. It's a struggle we're trying to do and we're trying to win that battle.
And again, I go back to the best evidence we have-- is the rate of new infection for San Francisco
as reported by their director of health care, Dr. Werdegar, is that the rate of new infection is zero or
almost zero. It's winning. Don't compromise this. That's all I have to say.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you very much, Mr. Kears. Any questions? Appreciate your
testimony.
Our next witness is Dr. Robert Bates, representing the Health Officers Association of California.
ROBERT BATES, M.D.: Thank you, Senator Hart and members of the hearing. As you said, I'm
representing HOAC, which is the Health Officers Association of California, and HOAC strongly opposes
Proposition 102, mainly for four basic reasons.
The first has to do with the initiative process itself. The response to the AIDS epidemic must be
timely, flexible, and responsive to new scientific information. However, the initial process is inflexible,
cumbersome , and cannot

readi~adju.st

to ne.w..medical-de.v-e-lspmeA-t-s...wflen-laws-and-reguhrtions related

to HIV transmission must be changed, the changes should take place in the regular legislative process
which allows for reasoned judgment, the input of expert testimony, and modification as based on sound
scientific principles and public health realities.
Secondly, Proposition 102 would effectively destroy the system of alternate test sites which have
been successful in (1) protecting the blood supply, (2) providing a safe and acceptable entry point for atrisk individuals for education and counseling, and (3) providing important epidemiologic data about the
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disease. Propositi on 10 2 wou d drive high-risk people away from vo lunt ary t esti ng, which is lin ked to
e du ca t ion a nd counseli ng .
The t hird ma jor objec t ion: t he r epor t ing of HIV st atus t o insurance com panies co uld de ny heal th
insura nce to many ind ividua ls infected with HIV and t rans fer the burde

of care to t a xpayers and the

a lr ea dy ove rburdened public medical care systems.
The fou r th ma jor objection:

t he in it iative direc t s loca l hea lth officer s to take a ll measures

r easona bly necessary to pro t ect the transmission---to prevent t he transmission of infection when
contac t s of individua ls who are suspected of be ing infec t ed ar e re por ted. Health offi cers believe that
the most important measure wh ich is reasonably necessary is com munity edu ca t ion, espe c ially educat ion
t argeted at high- r isk individua ls. Now, health officers gener a lly agree th a t some sort of contact tracing
is desirable ; for exam ple, to inform a sexual contact of an HIV-positive intravenous drug abuser. Since
thi s is a contac t t hat wou ld be least likely to think of t hemselves a t r isk. However, a ttempting to do
un iversal contact notification would be an incredibly costly endeavor wit h re latively li mited public
hea lth benefits.

Health officers must have t he fl exibility to adopt t heir contact tracing to local

conditions in order to be most effective. Universal contact tracing would divert resources from more
effective activities such as research and education.
So, in summary, Proposition 102 alleges to improve public hea lth policies relating to AIDS;
however, I and my health officer colleagues who have devoted our professional careers to protecting the
health of the public, all of the public, say, "No t hanks." Prop. 102 wou d actually make it much more
difficult for us to carry out our public hea lth responsib ili ties, and it would be extremely wasteful of our
limited resources. For example, in my
the most effective programs I have:

sma~l

Count y of Yolo, Proposition 102 would effectively destroy

a street outreach program to intravenous drug abusers and

confidential and anonymous testing to high-risk individuals.
Sometimes I wish I lived in an ideal world, and I thought if I had a public health magic wand, some
things I cou ld do. I wish that everyone really .u nder_s t ood the facts about HIV transmission. I wish that
discriminat"on based on unfounded fears did no t exist . I wish that everyone was so altruistic that they
were not concerned with possible adverse effect s of mandatory reporting. I wish promiscuous sex and IV
drug abuse did not exist. I wish there were unli mit e d funds for public health and medical care. I wish
there were a cure currently available when we did detect some with AIDS. But in public health we have
to deal with reality and not this fantasy world. Therefore, I and my professional colleagues who are
health officers in California oppose 102. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you, Dr . Bates. Any questions? Thank you for your testimony.
AIDS Response, who is a proponent of Proposition 102.
LAWRENCE McNAMEE, MD: Good morning, Senator Hart and committee members. I thank you
for the opportunity to address you this morning. I very nearly didn't. I arrived at Ontario Airport in the
middle of a fog and sat in an airplane at 6:40 and I feel like Dagwood Bu mstead trying to catch a tro lley
car. Bu t I am here and I appreciate the· opportunity, quite frankly.
I would like to speak to 102. As you indicated, I am president of Cali fornia Physicians for a Logical
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AIDS Response. I am also a member of the L.A. County Medical Association Committee on AIDS, the
cornrnittee of LACMA charged with developing sound policy with respect to this disensP.. California
Physicians for a Logical AIDS Response is a wide-based statewide organization of physicians who
support 102.
So that we're not talking about things in the abstract I would like to very briefly in one or two
minutes capsulize some of the things that we're talking apout. AIDS, as you know, is a uniquely fatal
communicable disease caused by a virus. This virus is, as I said, uniquely fatal. It results in death, largely
within 10 to 14 years from the day of infection. As far as we can tell at this point in time, there are no
survivors from this infection. We know of no other communicable human disease that results in this kind
of mortality. The plague of the Middle Ages killed 75 percent of those infected, 25 percent survived.
In the United States, the Centers for Disease Control has been quite accurate in predicting the
numbers of AIDS cases and deaths therefrom. They project that in the year 1_991 there

~ill

be 51,000

deaths from AIDS alone in those 12 months, which very nearly equals the toll from the entire ten-yearlong war in Vietnam. By the year 2000, the projection is that we'll have between 2 and 3 million deaths
from AIDS alone in this country which is more than twice the number of deaths that we've had
cumulatively to bring this into perspective from all the wars that this country has fought in over
200 years. That's what we face in the next 11 i years. For a disease that's uniquely hard to transmit, this
has circumvented the globe and become a global epidemic in one-third of a single human generation time.
We're led to believe that this is a disease that can be easily controlled, and we've heard terms like
intimate and casual and so forth. I would suggest that in the age group that is most severely infected,
sexual contact may be more prevalent than coughing. So to be cavalier about its transmission and its
capability in this society is not appropriate. In New York City last year, it was found that one of every 61
childbearing women was already fatally infected which projected 1,000 AIDS births in that city alone this
year, 1989 -- and those figures are holding true -- and 1,400 next year.
This is a terribly serious problem and it's not the time to begin experimenting with public health
approaches which is precisely what we're doing in California. You've been led to believe that all public
health officials oppose this. That is absolutely incorrect and I'll point that out as I go along.
In view of this global epidemic, what have we done here in California. We have uniquely suspended
AIDS infection, not AIDS the disease, but AIDS the infection from standard public health control
measures which

h~ve

been effective and used for other communicable diseases for many, many years

with a cornerstone of public health approach toward identifying and interdicting transmission of further
disease. We have suspended those procedures over the last three years in California. We have allowed
our focus to be obscured by other seriouslL.iffiportant aspects.......o.f -thls-.disease;-tilese include
discrimination, confidentiality, social stigmatization, all the issues that have been brought before you. I
don't deny their importance. They are critically important, but they cannot be allowed to blur our
primary focus and that is stopping the transmission of this disease, because each transmission is another
death and it has to stop. And it's not going to stop with the policies that we have right now.
For the first time in history, we have wrested control of this disease from public health officials
and instead vested it in the hands of those infected. An anonymous mass of people, 90 percent of whom
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according to the Centers for Disease Control, are unaware that they're infecte d and infectious to others,
which means that only 10 percent here and across the country have unde r gone testing despite all of the
educat ion and the persuasion to do so. Of those 10 percent, the vast ma ·ority have been tested because
they're dead and dying of AIDS, which leaves us with one to two percent of the symptom free that have
come forward to be tested and counseled and, hopefully, desist from the kind of behavior that is
perpetuating this epidemic. It is that one to two percent that were warned incessantly we're going to
drive underground if we treat this disease li ke other diseases and try to stop its spread. That one to two
percent is insignificant in the overall scheme of. stopping this transmission.
I would a lso point out that studies have shown that of those people who do volunteer for anonymous
testing, they represent the minority of those infected. A recent article in the Journal of the American
Medical Association specifically pointed this out: that 86 percent of the infection was found in the
20 percent who refused not mandated or any other kind of testing except anonymous ·testing; but their
blood was tested anyhow, the identifiers were removed, and 86 percent of those infected were found to
be in the 20 percent that refused to undergo anonymous testing; of the 80 percent that agreed to undergo
anonymous testing at a sexual---at an STO clinic, they only had 14 percent, a very high number, of the
infected populace in that particular segment.
So---and it's been---this has been pointed out repeatedly in the literature, that those who are most
likely to be infected are least likely to volunteer for anonymous testing. What's happened in Orange
County in 1987? Eighteen percent of those that showed up at alternate anonymous test sites who tested
positive never bothered to return for their results. What's happened in San Francisco? Something that
I'm very gratified to hear.

The transmission rate has dropped down to one percent or so.

That's

trumpeted as a success of education. This occurred when 75 percent pr so of the San Francisco men's
cohort group ·were already fatally infected. That's not success. That's an abysmal failure. When you've
lost 75 percent of a population and 25 percent are going to survive, we've not succeeded; we've failed.
And if we wait for that kind of success for the rest of society, we'll see the same kind of failure. We have
to stop right now and go in a different direction. If the present program worked, it would be ideal. It
would protect the individual from all identifying information. It would protect that person from every
kind of stigma that---until that person eventually became ill, but it hasn't worked. They have not come
forward to be tested. They have not been reported confidentially with public health. And as far as I can
tell, there is no indication that they will. So our present policy .simply hasn't worked.
What will this initiative do? It wiil very simply remove criminal sanctions applying to physicians
right now for treating this disease like any other.

It will remove the $10,000 fine and one-year

health authorities of those infected and list contact tracing. It will permit---it'll make it a felony for
those that know that they are infected to donate blood. It will allow testing by insurance companies for
writing new polidas, not for cancelling prAsent policies, and that has ror:ently been uphold

by

the New

York Supreme Court, because it is specifically discriminatory against other people if you exempt one
lethal disease from risk-based underwriting and include all others. A young woman who has had breast
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cancer and cannot ge t life or health insurance is discrim ina t ed aga inst if the HIV- infec t ed is exempt ed
from t hat process. Further, the enormous financial burdens, and thp,y are enorm ou s, th at wi ll ensue f rom
t h is ep idem ic should not be restr ic t ed to any single seg ment of soc iety whe the r they're homeowners or
car owners or poli c y owners and insurance companies a re nothing more t han policy owne r s. This is a
soci ety-wide proble m t hat demands a society -wide fina nc ial solu tion. So the insurance is a non-issue.
But what do peo ple outside of California think a bo ut t his? The American Medical Association has
c ome out ve r y, very strong ly saying that par tner no tifi ca ti on c ont act tracing are cr itica l e lements and
b asic a nd inte gra l to a ny approach, any public health ap pr oach, which hopes to begin to int ervene in the
c ha in of t ransm ission. That's with in the past several mon th s. That's the Ame r ican Medical Assoc iation.
The Preside nt AID S Commission sa id precisely t he sa me t hing. The Centers for Di se ase Control,
the pree minent public health institution in the world, in 1985 indicated that partner no tification was an
integral part of a pub lic health approach to t his disease; in 1987 they reiterated that in stronger
lang ua ge.
And in fac t, people have addressed the financia l question. This bill has been critic ized not for
what's in it, but primaril y for what's not in it. We have not provided funds for contact tracing. These
organ izations feel that the cost-benefit ratio is strongly on the side of contact tracing. The Centers for
Disease Control, for your information, has allocated $63 million to be distributed to states for testing,
counse li ng, and partner notification. Those states that refuse to implement partner notification will not
rece ive any funds from the Centers for Disease Control. The CDC feels that partner notification is that
impor tant.
So California in resisting this is specifically cutting themselves off from a source of funding from a
federal agency, which is, as I said, the preeminent public health institution in the world.

So the

California Medical Association public health officials in this state are at odds with national leaders
across the country .
Dr. Robert R edfie ld and Dr . Donald Burk from Walter Reed Army Institute indicate that partner
not if ication r eportabili t y ar e critical . Dr. Gettit from National Cancer Institute indicates that testli nked co unse ing is t he most effect ive way to address th is problem. We can't find anyone in California in
positions of au th ority in t he leadership to a gree with the national leadership. So I would suggest that the
leader sh ip of the Cali fornia Medical Association is completely out of step with their membership of the
California me mber shi p (sic). The physicians, the physicians out in the private hospitals by a wide margin
support t hese issues. And I would point out that the e lectorate has been wise enough to see the wisdom in
these as well . This is lea ding by a substa nt ial marg in in the polls and it would seem to be self-evident that
t here has t o be some va li dity in thi s if the CDC, the AMA the Presidential AIDS Commis
st ate 's physicians, a nd t he e lect orate are so strongly in favor of this.
In eonclusion, t his info r ma t ion is not based on specu latio n. It 's based on hard data . We don't need to
specu late an y longer. Color ado has enlisted---went through these very same arguments three years ago.
They inst ituted mandatory repor t ing and contact t racing for the past 30 consecutive months. Colorado
on a vo lu ntary basis has t est e d be t ween 30 and 45 percent m ore of their populat ion than has California
with our much to uted anonymo us t est ing and emascu lated pub ic health approach. That is not despite
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reporting; that is because of reporting. Each seropositive person there has on average listed very nearly
two sexual contacts. The public

h~alth

authoriti!3s there have been effective in locating 81 percent of

those contacts who in this free country could do .anything they wished. But when apprised of the gravity
of the situation that they had been exposed to a virus and potentially fatally infected, they found a
supportive mechanism in the public health and 80-90 percent of those contacts in any given month
voluntarily agreed to undergo testing with the tragic result that 26 percent are already fatally infected.
Many of those recently, and this requires contact tracing. Those contacts are the ones that are infected.
Those are ones that may be in the window period. And this will assist in protecting our blood supply by
specifically identifying those people, and I have some faith that a substantial number of those people will
have a sense of responsibility when notified to desist from behavior.
It's been pointed out that we have widespread education, that those in risk groups know very well
that they have a risk of being infected. That has nothing to do with a very strong process called denial.
None of us believe we're sick until we're faced with the results. And none of those in high-risk groups
believe they're infected until they're given the result.
Counseling linked with test results is effective, and it's all over the medical literature, and it
cannot be denied. So when people are unknowingly found to be infected, that is reported confidentially to
the public health authorities. Counseling and support and resources are allocated toward directing this
to the very segment of the .population most in need, that segment that's infected and capable of
perpetuating the epidemic.
Mr. Paul Gann has just testified before me. He's immense---he's shown inordinate courage and
strength at a time of immense personal hardship. I would hope that you, gentlemen and ladies, would
conside~ this subjectively in the light of national data, not simply provincial data from California, and

arrive at an appropriate decision showing the same ·kind of fortitude and strength that I've just seen from
Mr. Paul Gann; and I thank you for your time.
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you, Doctor. Senatqr Keene.
SENATOR KEENE: Yeah. You moved tt"lrough the data so quickly that I had trouble absorbing it,
and I couldn't tell whether that was intended or not. Tell me

~;~bout

the Colorado data. You say 30 to 40

percent more than---more were tested than in California on. a voluntary basis.
DR. McNAMEE: Yes.
SENATOR KEENE: Can you tell me what numbers you're talking about, what base you're using, and
what kind of voluntary program was it?
DR. McNAMEE: Yes, sir, I can. Those th.a t test positive in Colorado in any program, a doctor's
----Ao+
ff'iee,--the-hesf*l;e!,Bf'e eenfident.iaUy reported to pool-ie hea-1-tR authomies
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interviews them and asks them who their contacts were. To the best of their ability, they have listed
those contacts; each person has on average listed very nearly 2 contacts. Public health authorities then
have gone out and engaged in this very costly mechanism you've heard of.
SEN/\ Tnr< KCCNC:: Well, in whAt sense is the testing described as voluntary? Do you mean Lhe
procedures were voluntary, the testing was done surreptitiously or •••?
DR. McNAMEE: No, ho, no, sir.
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SENATOR KEENE: They were notified in advance that they were going to be tested?
DR. McNAMEE: If I indicated that, I apologize. I was •••
SENATOR KEENE: No, I'm just asking.
DR. McNAMEE: I see. No, the contacts were told that they had been exposed to a person who was
infected with HIV. They were told about HIV, about its transmissibility, and about the potential that they
had with these contacts for being infected and then offered to---and then offered testing to these people.
SENATOR KEENE: Okay, that's a very select group compared with the situation in California, I
take it.
DR. McNAMEE: It's precisely the group that this initiative addresses.
SENATOR KEENE: Okay. I think you're comparing apples and oranges, but I •••
DR. McNAMEE: No, sir, I'm not. This is based on Colorado data and I've been in contact with
Dr. Frank Judson specifically on this issue. The provisions about reporting and contact tracing are
modeled after that model. The conclusions reached by the American Medical Association, the CDC, and
the Presidential AIDS Commission are all based on this ••••
SENATOR KEENE: Do all of those---do all of those groups, as you seem to suggest, endorse this
initiative?
DR. McNAMEE: We have not asked them to.
SENATOR KEENE: Why haven't you asked them?
DR. McNAMEE: Because this is a California issue. I think it would be inappropriate to begin going
outside of state and drumming up influence •••
SENATOR KEENE: Well, you're using their statistics, you're using their opinions; why don't you
simply ask them whether they endorse this particular initiative.
DR. McNAMEE: I've ...
SENATOR KEENE: You---you---you suggested very strongly that they favored this approach ....
DR. McNAMEE: I didn't suggest it. I just simply dictated the literature; and if you read it, they in
fact do. So I've not suggested. I've simply stated a fact.
SENATOR KEENE: Okay. And you're satisfied with the initiative's approach about funding, that
you mandate now and you hope that the resources are provided later?
DR. McNAMEE: Well, ah, we're not going to buy our way out of this epidemic cheaply. I don't have
any solution, quite frankly, for the federal funds are going to run out for the AZT program. I don't have
any so ution for the hospices that are going to need to be built. I don't have any solution for many of the
myriad problems that are going to grow out of this epidemic. My focus has been on stopping the chain of
transmission. That's going to cost money. I don't deny that. I don't know how much money, nor does the
Legtslative

~nalyst

who prefaced all of these tens of millions of dollars with a simple statement to the

effect that they just simply didn't know. But the cost benefit is clearly on the side of contact tracing,
because as was testified before me, it costs between $100,000 and $150,000 to treat each AIDS patient
from diagnosis to death, which amount will escalate as we begin successfully treating these and
extending ....
SENATOR KEENE: Okay. I have the thrust of your answer I think. If people---if people boycott
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those circumstances which give rise to testing

~nd

boycott testing itself, how will you get a reasonable

result?
DR. McNAMEE: Well, I had hoped that I had already answered that: 99 percent of them have
boycotted it already in California. It's only about 9 percent of the---it's about 10 percent of the
estimated---of those estimated to be infected that have been tested; 10 percent have been tested
according to the Centers for Disease Control.
SENATOR KEENE: Could you· answer me nonstatistically for a minute and just tell me how it is
that people will not avoid the circumstances under which testing will occur?
DR. McNAMEE: Okay, I'll say it •••
SENATOR KEENE: And if they do, say they do, is how do you get your result. I'm sorry.
DR. McNAMEE: I'll say it very simply. In the seven years that we have followed this approach,
they have avoided testing. Only one percent of the symptom-free have come forward and been tested.
It's that one percent that we are warned we're going to drive Underground. There is no other policy we
could put in place that will drive this disease any further underground than it already is.
SENATOR KEENE: If you could put into place procedures that protect confidentiality sufficiently
that people when they volunteer for testing know that something is not going to happen to them
inevitably, •••
DR. McNAMEE: Yes, sir.
SENATOR KEENE: ••• they can change their behavior on their own, but nothing will happen to
them. Perhaps you can get a better result than you do now in California, and a better result than you
would get under Proposition 102 in California.
DR. McNAMEE: Your concern about confidentiality is very well-founded, and for that reason we
wrote specific provisions into this initiative whereby if confidentiality were breached, there were fines
up to $5,000 for any negligent or knowing breach of
SENATOR KEENE: That was a
DR. McNAMEE:

reduc~ion

confident~ality.

in fines, wasn't it?

Yes, it was. But people are complaining about the $250 physicians might be

charged for reporting this disease. But there are strict confidentiality standards. In 30 months in
Colorado, there's not been a solitary breach of confidentiality and that comes from Mr. Matt Coles of the
ACLU. I don't believe that our California health department is any more derelict than Colorado's. I
believe that this information can be kept ·confidential.
And I would bring up one other issue, if I may; and that is, that early diagnosis is going to be
critically important, not for society, but for the individual person infected. Increasing numbers of
at ticles liave pointed out tliat early diagnosis and tteatlllent is critically i111pot taut to tl10se infected.
Instead of beginning treatment at the morbid pre-terminal stage of this infection AIDS, the earlier it's
begun, the more successful we are in preventing opportunistic infections and extending quality life. It's
based on that. The recommendations from the CDC are that we institute AZT treatment for health care
workers at the time on the day that they have unc;tergono an infectious accident, a neorlle stick or
something else, in an effort to forestall or eliminate the establishment of infection. In the absence of
knowledge of who's infected •••
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SENATOR KEENE: Can you---could you remind me what question it was that I asked you to which
this is the answer?
DR. McNAMEE: I think we may have strayed from that, but I think we've strayed onto something
very important which is treating the person who is infected. If we are going to continue to fatally
withhold that treatment in the absence of knowledge of who those people are •••
CHAIRMAN HART: Doctor, we want to conclude this by one o'clock. We have a number of other
witnesses. Senator Keene, have you concluded your questioning? Any other questions by members?
Senator Doolittle.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Doctor, you stated---is it one percent of those who are infected and
asymptomatic have been tested in California?
DR. McNAMEE: It is roughly one to two percent of the overall group that's been tested---the CDC
estimates that 10 percent of those infected have been tested; the vast majority have been tested because
they're sick and dying. It's a very small number of the symptom-free that have come forward in the
program that we've had for the past seven years, really three years, since '85.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: And your testimony in Colorado -- Colorado is such a pivotal state, we
really need to have some of their officials out here, and I would urge the committee to consider having
them testify to their experiences. The only state I'm aware of that has much of a track record, about
three years I guess •••
DR. McNAMEE: That's correct, and they have volunteered to come out and specifically testify
before whichever body would request their information. It is based on their information, incidentally,
that the AMA, CDC, and Presidential AIDS Commission have come out so strongly for partner
notification, and that the CDC even makes the proviso and stricture that they will not release funds for
testing and counseling unless a state specifically implements partner notification.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Did you indicate that of those, when the contact tracing was done, that 25
percent of those individuals contacted when tested, tested positive?
DR. McNAMEE: 26 percent did; 11 percent had been. already known by public health; fully 15
percent of that 26 percent were new infections unknown to themselves or to public health.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Okay. Do you remember what the raw number was that constituted that
15 percent? I'm just •••
DR. McNAMEE: 15 percent of what?
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, what number of people does 15 percent equal?
DR. McNAMEE: I have a graph that I would be happy to give you, gentlemen, and if I don't have it
with me, I've got it in my briefcase and I'll be ha_p_Qy to give it to you.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Okay. 'Nell, anyway, that's basically the purpose of 102, as I understand
it, is to identify people who do not realize they're infected.
DR. McNAMEE: That is precisely what we seek to do.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: And the purpose of identifying them is so that they will not transmit the
disease to other people, is that not correct?
DR. McNAMEE: That's correct. There's a large degree of denial. None of us believe that we're ill;
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and until we're faced with a chest x-ray with a lump on it, or until a young lady feels a lump in her breast,
none of us believe t hat it's going to happen to us; and it's true of the high-risk population as well. So,
despite the information, the know ledge and every t hing else, there's a tremendous amount of denial. It
didn't happen to them.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: We've heard statemen t s this morning referencing the effective programs
that we have in place to fight AIDS and that 102 threatens those cost-effective or effective programs.
Do you fee l that the policy on AIDS has been either cost-effective or effective?
DR. McNAMEE: I believe it's going t o be very cost effective. And I would draw your attention to a
provision in the initiative which specifically exempts anonymous testing for research purposes. You've
heard testimony to the effect that this is going to destroy research in this state.

We have made

provisions for unlinked anonymous testing strictly for research purposes so that that precise thing would
not occur.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE:

We~l,

I apprecia te your comments on that. But as to the present policies

that are in existing law, are they either cost-effective or effective?
DR. McNAMEE:

I think they are extremely cost-ineffective. The money that's being spent on

education right now, according to Dr. George Rutherford of the CDC office, and he's in charge of the
AIDS section of the CDC office in San Francisco, stated specifically at the CMA convention that
_education in San Francisco had nothing to do with the drop in incidence of infection in the gay population
for two reasons: When you get up to 70 or 75 percent infection, you have a process called saturation. You
can't continually have---it's mathematically predictable that you can't continue to have the same high
rate of infection when you have a very high level of infection. So at some point, the infection has to drop
off. The other is personalized death experiences. When you see hundreds of thousands of your intimate
associates and friends dead and dying of AIDS, that's education. Dr. Rutherford indicated that mass
education of the populace, when they analyzed it, had nothing to do with the drop in the incidence of
education---! mean, of infection in that San Francisco cohort.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: What was his position?
DR. McNAMEE: His position was that education •••
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: No, I'm sorry. I mean, his---what is his ••• ?
DR. McNAMEE:

Dr. George Rutherford is the head of the AIDS office for the CDC in San

Francisco.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: So the emperor has no clothes. Thank you.
SENATOR KEENE: One more question. Excus~ me. Under the Colorado program, how do they
--v erify the identity of the individual who's being tested?

DR. McNAMEE: They basically take the person's word for it. They don't mandate identification.
They don't look for drivers' licenses. And there has been a criticism, which you may be aware of, sir, that
there have been a large number of bogus names. The people in Colorado deny that. There have been some
bogus names -- there's no question about that. People have gone in and used the name Frank Judson and
Mickey Mouse and Tom Vernon and so forth. That is a very small number. When puhlic henlth is nhle to
localu Al percn11l1lf the llsted contacts, the bogus names are an Insignificant part of the overall trackmg
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process there.
SENATOR KEENE: When public health is able to locate 81 percent of what?
OR. McNAMEE: 81 percent of contacts.
SENATOR KEENE: 81 percent of what?
DR. McNAMEE: Of the contacts listed by these people. Then the bogus name problem is really a
very minor aspect to it. The estimate that the bogus names are less than 5 percent, for example.
SENATOR KEENE:

I don't see what locating the contacts listed by these people---with the

percentage 81 has anything to do with a number of bogus names used. Maybe you could relate ••••
DR. McNAMEE: So you're saying that someone wou ld come in and just say, I'm John Hancock but
these are my contacts, where the contacts do turn out to be valid, but the name was bogus in the first
place?
SENATOR KEENE: Yes.
DR. McNAMEE: That the one does not translate to the other?
SENATOR KEENE: You could have a large percentage of bogus names and also a large percentage
of contacts •••
DR. McNAMEE: Which were non-bogus.
SENATOR KEENE: Yes.
DR. McNAMEE: That's correct, but that's not been their experience. In other words, they're saying
that the bogus names have been less than 5 percent, because they have gone back and talked to these
people. So by their data, the bogus names are less than 5 percent. You do bring up a good point, but I can
only repeat what their experience is. And over 30 consecutive months, they feel the bogus name problem
is a very minimal one.
SENATOR KEENE: And the basis for that feeling is anything empirical?
DR. McNAMEE: They've verified that these people are who they are by going back and talking to
them, counseling them, and having them come back for repeat tests and whatever they have done in
Colorado. So they are, in fact, aware that about 95 percent of the

peopl~

are who they have represented

themselves to be.
SENATOR KEENE: I would like to see substantiation that the bogus testing is at 5 percent. Any
empirica l data that you have, and I'd like to see it translated if you •••
DR. McNAMEE: Okay. I don't have that with me before the table. I will have •••
SENATOR KEENE: If what you have is the equivalent of an anonymous testing program, no wonder
you're getting more people willing to test than you are in California. You're not getting more willing to
t est. You're getting more , what , per capita, I

g.u~~?~-----------------------

DR. McNAMEE: Well, I would point out that I didn't run the program, so I'm unable to speak to it
with the same kind of intimate knowledge that they are. But the same questions that you've raised were
also raised by the AMA House of Delegates, the CDC, and the Presidential AIDS Commission; and they
were answered satisfactorily to the extent that those bodies have now soundly recommended contact
tracing as they have in South Carolina where one HIV-infected individual was found to have relations
with 68 people in one county and 18 percent of whom were infected unknowingly. That would never have
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happened without contact tracing.
SENATOR KEENE: Well, but the reason---you're the one who pointed to the very high percentage
of tests, higher than in California.
DR. McNAMEE: That's correct; yes, sir.
s=:NA TOR KEENE: And I suppose you're talking about per 1,000 or per 100,000 ••••
DR. McNAMEE: Per 100,000, that's correct.
SENATOR KEENE:

Okay.

You get a higher percentage in California; maybe you have the

equivalent of any anonymous program where people can go in and use a phone name and say that I want to
be tested under that name, and there is nothing---there is no real follow-up to that. Those people who do
give their real name, well, that's where the contacts come from and maybe you get a high percentage of
good results from those contacts, but not from others.
DR. McNAMEE: Well, we can speculate forever, but Dr. Judson and Vernon indicate that it is not
an anonymous program, that they feel that the numbers of bogus names are less than 5 percent and •••
SENATOR KEENE: I know, but why do they feel that way? They arrive at that conclusion. These
are the people who put the program together, I take it, or people who favor the program. How do they get
there? That's what I'm asking.
DR. McNAMEE: Well, as I indicated, I can't speak with intimate knowledge to that because I have
not run it nor did I set it up. But I would say that locating 81 percent of contacts is a worthwhile and
exceedingly salutary fallout from the program there, particularly when 15 percent of unknowingly
infected people were identified confidentially by public health authorities, sir.
SENATOR KEENE: Okay.
CHAIRMAN HART: Dr. McNamee, let me ask one final question.
DR. McNAMEE: Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN HART: Your organization is the organization that drafted Proposition 102?
DR. McNAMEE; That's correct.
CHAIRMAN HART: Could you tell us just a little bit about the organization, its makeup, how many
members it has, •••?
DR. McNAMEE: The organization began roughly two years ago. It became formally incorporated
18 months a9o, roughly. It includes Dr. Warren Bostick, who is a past president of the California Medical

Association. He is the founding and past dean of UCI Medical School. He's a professor emeritus of
pathology at UCI Medical Center right now. Dr. Jack Bridgeman was among the nucleus of people that
were involved in this. He is a past president of the Orange County Medical Association. Dr. Larimore

Curnrnins, who testified be fm e you this rIIOlllillg, is a past pr_ esident of the Santa Cruz Medical Societ-y
and he was very instrumental in drawing up this initiative. I had some input as well. Each of us put this
initiative together. That organization grew quite rapidly.
We've not had a formal statewide membership drive. We will be doing that within the next ten days.
If the experience from Santa Cruz is any indicator -- 60 percent of those, my understanding, who were

contacted, returned the letter saying yes, you can use my name, I do endorse this. For those of you who
rnny not. hn in 111ndic·inn, If you cnn got n 'i porcnnt rnsponso from
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you've done well. Sixty percent agreeing with this proposition is an extraordinary response in medical
community.

If we have anything like that statewide, we'll have some 30,COO members before the

election. At this point in time, we have roughly 1,500 members who have -- and I don't have the exact
before me -- who have either signed directly or by proxy through their parent organization.
CHAIRMAN HART: 1,500 members or 1,500 people who---1,500 physicians that have endorsed 102
or do you consider them the same?
DR. McNAMEE: Both. Both. We have asked---endorse this and list me as a member of C-PLAR.
CHAIRMAN HART: So you do have 1,500 members ••••
DR. McNAMEE:

1,500 members who have either done that directly or through their parent

organization; for example, East District LACMA has endorsed this at the beginning of the petition
signing drive.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you. Senator Presley.
SENATOR PRESLEY: I think I heard this morning testimony that this is written in such a way that
it cannot be changed by the Legislature, the only way it could be changed is by another vote of the people.
Is that correct?
DR. McNAMEE: My understanding, sir, is that is correct.
SENATOR PRESLEY: That is correct why?
DR. McNAMEE: Because of the initiative process. My understanding, and again, I'rn not •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: Why did you specifically write it in such a way that it could not be changed
by a two-thirds vote of the Legislature, which most are, and it would again have to go to an initiative vote
of the people?
DR. McNAMEE:

Ah, you're asking someone who is somewhat not knowledgeable about the

initiative process and the legalities involved. I didn't specifically do that nor did we do that to defeat the
Legislature. My understanding is that an initiative cannot be overturned---again, you're asking me
something that's well beyond my expertise.
SENATOR PRESLEY: I think that's one of the weaknesses of it, because this is---AIDS isn't---a lot
isn't known about AIDS. A lot of research is still going on.
DR. McNAMEE: That's correct.
SENATOR PRESLEY: And it seems to me we need to be able to be flexible to respond to changing
conditions and changing problems; and if that's written that rigidly, then I think we're locked in. No
matter what the problems turn out to be,

change that would be

vote

of the people.
DR. McNAME: Well, I would agree with you sir that---I Ylru.Jld agree with-¥GYJ-Sir, te an extent;
however, I would suggest that this allows a great deal of flexibility. When we restore standard public
health control measures which is what this initiative does, that is being portrayed as an extremist
position which

WP.

would hope we can alter or change or eliminate through some other process. To me the

protection th3t you're objecting to is probably a worthwhile thing, so that we may proceed along standard
public health control lines and it may not be defeated later on. This is not extremist. This is what we
have depended on for years. Really the contrary is true. Suspending these measures for this one disease
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alone for the first time in history is the extremist position.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Well, I thought a number of the points made this morning by Mr. Gann were
good.
DR. McNAMEE: Yes, sir.
S~NATOR

PRESLEY: Two, one is this rigidity that I have a problem with; and the second is, how do

we get around the Gann spending limit to pay for some of the---get around -- I said I didn't want to use
that word. How do we cope with the Gann spending limit to fund these kind of problems?
DR. McNAMEE: I must admit that, again, that's beyond my area of expertise. However, funds
from the Centers for Disease Control would be available to us precisely for this if we implement partner
notification. The CDC believes it's that important. They've allocated $63 million for fiscal year '88 to be
given to those states for testing, counseling, and partner notification if partner notification is part of the
public health approach. We in California

hav~

specifically cut ourselves off from those funds and we're

going it alone.
SENATOR PRESLEY: This is---you're talking about the federal government?
DR. McNAMEE: The Centers for Disease Control, yes, sir.
SENATOR PRESLEY: The government that's going into debt $150 billion a year.
DR. McNAMEE: Well, that's another issue that I don't believe that I can solve from this table here
this morning.
SENATOR PRESLEY: (Inaudible.)
CHAIRMAN HART:

Dr. McNamee, one of the points that you're really emphasizing is that we

ought to be consistent with what we do in public health and for other diseases. But other diseases or
public health policy in this state is subject to legislative review and legislative amendment. Wha·t you're
doing through this initiative is to singling out for sort of special protection and rigidity the laws that
relates to AIDS, but other public health policies can be subject to legislative modification. So, as I've
heard your testimony, wanting us to be consistent by the very nature of the way this initiative is drafted,
which does not allow the Legislature to have any opportunity to modify, we are setting up a special
exception that seems to me to be contrary to the thrust of your testimony which is that you want to see
consistency in the laws as it relates to public health policy in this state.
DR. McNAMEE: We do, but with the opposition to reportability and contact tracing, we can see
that that's not forthcoming in the immediate future; and the longer that we wait, the more time we're
going to lose. The things that you're objecting to, for example, were

in~roduced

by Surgeon General

Thomas Perron 50 years ago in the middle of the syphilis epidemic. We've not found any reason to change
- those-approaches over tho past 50 years. 1Nhy we •...-ould suddenly suspend those approaches and then fee l
that---feel uneasy with the fact that we couldn't institute them, then suspend them once again in the
future is a point that mystifies me quite frankly. We're talking about the same things that we've followed
for 50 or more years with other infectious diseases and have found no reason to modify. We've got a very
long track record with these approaches.
CHAIRMAN HART: I would be---l would---1 mean, I'm not familiar with the law, but I would
imagine public health policy as. it relates to these diseases has been modified over the last 50 years, and
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that this Legislature on a regular basis makes modifications in those laws. But ••• thank you very much
for your testimony and your joining us today.
DR. lv1cNAMEE: Thank you, sir.
CHAIRMAN HART:

We have two other witnesses to hear from:

Dr.---pardon me, Mr. Bob

Mackler, representing the California Association of Hospitals and Health Systems, an opponent to
Proposition 102. Given the lateness of the hour, if I could ask you to •••
MR. BOB MACKLER: Be brief.
CHAIRMAN HART: ••• be precise and to not be terribly duplicative, it would be helpful.
MR. MACKLER: Thank you very much, Senator Hart and members of the committees. I am Bob
Mackler, representing the California Association of Hospitals and Health Systems (CAHHS), the Hospital
Council of Northern California, the Hospital Council of San Diego and Imperial Counties, and the
Hospital Council of Southern California.
We're jointly opposed to 102 because it contains numerous provisions which we believe to be
contrary to our goal, which is, you know, essentially good patient care. And we believe that this will
critically reduce both voluntary---voluntary testing, hindering both prevention and control.

We're

dependent upon -- let me just outline our four key points here.
The first is the issue of the blood supply which we think if it passed, this legislation will cause
greater difficulty in our getting blood to service our patients. The second is the use of HIV testing for
health insurance purposes. The third is the severe penalties put on providers and the sort of the issue that
Dr. Flynn brought up first, the sort of the conflict between professional judgment and what's being
required under this proposition. And then lastly, the potential this may delay treatment contrary to what
Dr. McNamee had pointed out in his---in the testimony a few moments ago.
As I noted, the hospitals are dependent upon the blood supply, and right now, through the
alternative testing center law that's in place, people don't have to go to a blood bank to have their blood
tested, to find out if they're positive or negative. That was why the Legislature enacted that law. If 102
gets put into place, people may choose not to give blood for a multitude of reasons, one of which is the
knowledge that the confidentiality that they once had will be lost and the potential for linking it with
their health insurance, their life insurance, potential other discrimination, it's not a perfect world. I
think it's a key issue. We are quite concerned that people will stop giving blood and will stop having the
supplies available.
Proposition 102 repeals the current HIV confidentiality statute and would allow life and health
insurance companies to test for HIV as a condition of insurability. Now, the Legislature this year has
taken care of one of the insurance comganies' pr_o_ble.ms.__wit.b l::ill4-w.hlcld.s-l-ife iRSUMRe&J-aAEI--t;Mt-1s-been
signed into law by the Governor. So that part of this bill is redundant.
The California Association of Hospitals is very opposed to the use of the HIV test for independent
health insurance screening, because we're concerned that we're going to transfer the burden of financial
assistance to the county and to the state instead of sharing it across providers.

Right now, the

Department of Health Services has estimated the average cost per hospitalization for a person with AIDS
to be $70,000. That's, I'm sorry, medical care; in general, the average cost per hospitalization, I'm sorry,
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i:; $17,000 per stay. We know that right now the average loss per patient exceeds $3,600 in California.
We're also seeing at the federal level an? at the state level a difficulty with health care costs in general.
If we project the 50,000 cases during the next five years, our hospital losses from this disease alone
will be $180 million. Neither the public sector nor the private hospitals are prepared or can absorb this
burden.
If insurance companies are allowed to test for health insurance, it's the counties that are going to
suffer first. It's the county hospitals, the hospitals providing the greatest amount of care for people with
AIDS, that are going to be in serious financial crisis beyond what we now know.
We're also concerned about the wrong message being given to our health care workers. The CDC
has modified its guidelines for health workers. We know wbat reasonable protection for workers are .
This bill would get rid of any standard that we now have in working with our health care workers and
might promulgate fear in the workplace.
So very quickly I want to say, it's the position of the California Association of Hospitals and with
the CMA, as you've heard, the California Nurses Association to be opposed to Proposition 102. I thank
you for your time. Fast enough?
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Question. You expressed concern over the blood supply. What do we do
about the blood supply with reference to those people who are asymptomatic and infected but who yet
have not tested positive? .
MR. MACKLER:

You're talking about the window, the couple of months. I think we're---the

answer is right now, I believe there's a risk of-- I know the statistic, but I think it's something like one in
50,000 transfusions may have HIV virus in it, and we're concerned about that in the same way you are. We

don't yet---we don't have the tests yet available. Hopefully the answers to that are twofold: one is a
more accurate test up front; and the second is artifical blood, which is about a year or two away.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: I guess my concern is 102 does the contact tracing which would help
identify those individuals; but if we follow your advice and reject 102, then we just have to wait for
artificial blood or for some more accurate test.
MR. MACKLER:

This doesn't necessarily handle that problem that you've just identified, sir.

The •••
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, it helps with the problem. It's not going to totally elirninate the
problem. But based on what we've heard, in Colorado where---I don't know, they must be different than
the rest of America, because it's working so well there, but apparently, it can't work so well in California.
According to experts, quote, unquote.
MR. MACK! ER· Well, I think what we heard i·s somebody who said that he had heard, and I havon!t
heard it directly, and I would like to know. All I know is 49 states are doing less than we are or equal to
what we are doing. So I would like toknow what's doing in Colorado also, but I'm not sure that they have
the answer yet either.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, so basically you don't have really an answer for the window problem,
which I think is up to six months now or longer.
MR. MACKLER: There---there really is no way to answer the window question. With some people
-'~8-

it's as short as 6 weeks; with others, it's longer than 6 mon ths -- is what I've read on t he issue. But again,
102 doesn't solve that problem. You have to first have a suspicion that an individua l is HIV positive,
report that, track back. Now whether or not these tracked people are t he ones th a t would donate blood,
WP.

know in---we know that one is not supposed to donate blood if t hey have one or more risk factors and

that's the message that the hospitals and the blood banks have tried to promote.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: So what else they know from their own statistics there's been no decrease
in donations from individuals in high-risk behavior.
MR. MACKLER: That's not correct. That's not correct. Certainly not in California, I'm sorry, sir.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, the American Red Cross offered evidence to that last July.
MR. MACKLER: Well, I work with the Irwin Memorial Blood Bank; I work with the American Red
Cross in San Jose; I work with the Alameda-Contra Costa Blood Bank; the Sacramento ••• in other words, I
work with all the ones in Northern California. We have not seen that to be the case. l'rn sorry.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, their statement was there has been no decrease in donations from
individuals in high-risk groups despite all the education and information that's out there.
MR. MACKLEH: I'd say, let's look at the California experience and use that to develop policy upon.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: Well, okay. It's very difficult with all the conflicting statements we hear
from our so-called experts about •••
MR. MACKLER: I know. I'm not a blood banker, but I have worked on this issue especially in view

of the transfusion problem that we've had in the hospitals. And Mr. Gann is certainly an unfortunate
recipient of tainted blood, and we've tried to track back those patients.

But I do think certainly

somebody from the blood bank would be far---California blood banks-- would be a better expert on this
than I.
SENATOR DOOLITTLE: No doubt, true. I just would recall that at the time Mr. Gann was getting
his blood, some of these experts indicated there was no threat to the general blood supply. So if we look
at the contradictory and wrong statements of the experts in the past, it's a rather interesting study. And
to see the 180 degree flips that have been made in policy based on new information, and from some of the
statements, you'd almost get the idea that there wouldn't be yet new information about this disease.
That's simply an editorial comment, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIRMAN HART: And on that note, we want to thank you for your testimony, Mr. Mackler.
Our last opponent witness is Dr. Warren Winkelstein, who is professor of epidemiology at the School
of Public Health at UC Berkeley.
WARREN WINKELSTEIN, JR., MD, MPH:

Thank you, Senator Hart and members of the

committee. I've passe d out---a copy of my testimony is passed out. In view of the late hour, perhaps I can
---Jjt:tu-ssHriefty--stJmlllat ize the mam pam s m 1t.

I point out at the beginning that the program in Ca li fornia is based on research which has been
carried out largely in California. And this program of prevention directed at the transmission of HIV
infection has been very effective. For example, in San Franciso, the annual rate of infection among
uninfected homosexual men between 1982 and 1984 was 20 percent per year. In 1987, that had come
down to less than one percent. That translates into 10,000 infections per year in 1982 and '83 and less
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than 350 in 1987, based on research that was carried out largely in California.
Now, there are three major points that Proposition 102 would impact 0!"1 the research efforts in
California. In the first place, persons would be, I believe, reluctant to enter into research projects where
the results of their HIV testing would be reported to the state health department.

They would be

concerned with discriminatory action by government, by industry, and by other groups. And I think
Proposition 102 is pretty clear on that, because it repeals, as has been indicated, the present protections
in the Health and Safety Code which prevent the use of HIV testing to discriminate for employment or
from insurability.
Another point 1 think is important is that we have evidence that reporting of HIV status would
interfere with people participating in studies. At the time that many of the California research projects
were begun, there was a scare that the Centers for Disease Control might establish a national registry;
and at that in 1984 recruitment into research projects was at a standstill. It was only after the Public
Health Service made clear

~hat

they were not intending to do that; and when researchers gave very

strong guarantees of confidentiality that we were able to proceed and recruit people into research
projects. And I think you can verify that with investigators.in both San Diego and Los Angeles as well as
in San Francisco.
Secondly, I think that the passage of Proposition 102 and even the threat of its passage is already
interfering with" participation in research projects. I think that most investigators will tell you-- I'm one
of them-- that we have had

~!ready·

inquiries from members of studies. We have had actual withdrawals

from studies. We have had to mount already substantial efforts to assure people that we investigators
will make every effort to keep their HIV status confidential. Most studies, incidentally, have provision
for people to withdraw and to have their records destroyed. We're very concerned that this may happen
in fairly large numbers even before the election takes place. If there is any substantial decline in
participation in ongoing studies, the state's very large investment as well as the federal .government's
investment in research in California will be seriously jeopardized. And I think the members of the
committe must be aware that California has played a major role in research into the causes of AIDS, into
the control, into the natural history of the disease, and into the treatment of it. Incidentally, research in
the treatment area has resulted already in a rather substantial extension of the life of people who are
infected.
And thirdly, which has been mentioned a lot, the cost of implementing Proposition 102, even though
all of us in the preventiv·e medicine field feel that it would be totally ineffective, the cost will be very
large. Every estimate gives an

esti~ate

in the millions, and we don't know. where that money is going to

----c"'"o....•......
ne fr0111. The present-cltinate in Sacramento certainly suggests that targe amounts Of new momes are
not going to be available for this program. And we suspect that if it's passed, that probably the health
department will be ordered to divert funds; and of course, where will they divert them from? One place
is very likely to be from research.
So I feel, and I would emphasize that it would be tragic if the effective research program and the
rAsulting control

ac~ompliohments

were to ba jeopardized by a politically mandated program. /\11d as you

have seen, essentially all of the responsible medical and public health al)encies are oppnsP.rl to this
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proposition.
I slloulrl bo CJ!ad to answer any questions.
r: HAIRMAN H/\HT: Okay, thank you. I just wanted to make sure I understood-- in your second
point, you're saying that current research studies where you have subjects, you have provisions when
people are part of these studies that say if you ever want to get out, we promise that we will destroy your
records?
DR. WINKELSTEIN: Generally speaking, in our informed consent we have to provide for people
being able to withdraw from study, and generally, when they withdraw from the study, the identity of
their records can be destroyed. Obviously, we can't violate any federal or state laws. But the guarantee
that participants get -- this was a very sensitive issue. In the spring of 1984, the Centers for Disease
Control announced the possibility of establishing a nationwide registry. At that time, I think I can speak
for our study, with my own experience, and I'm sure you would find the same from other people,
recruitment came to a grinding halt and we had to take a lot of steps immediately to get the Public
Health Service to publicly announce it did not intend to establish a national registry and we had to
reassure participants.
CHAIRMAN HART: Isn't there a provision in this initiative that exempts certain kinds of research
from the reporting requirements of the initiative; and if that's the case, would that not take care of the
situation you've described?
DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, I went over the proposition. I cannot find it. The gentleman who spoke
in favor when I came in the room said that there was provision for unlinked testing. But unlinked testing
isn't a useful procedure if you're engaged in a serious research effort. You have to know which person is
positive and which is likely to develop disease and so forth. Now, it may be in there, but I didn't see it
when I examined it.
CHAIR MAN HART: I think you're right that it does relate to unlinked testing, but only unlinked
testing would be exempt.
Okay, we ll, thank you very much for your testimony, Doctor.
Okay, I understand that Lillis Stephens with the California Hemophilia Council has arrived and is an
opponent of Proposition 102 and would like to testify. Is Lillis Stephens here? No. All right.
I'd li ke to now ca ll on Don Francis, Dr. Don Francis, who is with the U.S. Centers for Disease
Contro l, AIDS advisor to California, to comment on 102 as it relates to federal and state AIDS policies. I
not ice he's been listening carefully to all the testimony this morning, and he might have some comments
and reaction to what has gone before.
--------tD:o~ bOwl\'tiJP'-\-.Lt=D--P-.-F-RANCIS,

MD, DSc:-Yes, thank you. It's a pleasure to be here, and I'll try to make

some sense out of all of the comments, although from a multiple different directions somewhat
confusing. Let me first read a brief prepared statement that I have that I think will outline some of the
overall issues that I think are important.
From the v:1ntage of a person who has devoted his career to improving world health, l would like to
convey my opinion of Proposition 102 in terms of a very straightforward end point; namely, will it help
improve the health of Californians? To assist me (and you) in following my logic in this assessment, I
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have div ided my discussion to three headings, each of which begins with the etter P . In other words, I
will rev iew the three P's of Proposition 102.
The first P is practicality. For someone who has been comba ·ng several infec t ious disease
scourges of t he world for the past 17 years, I have seen both successes and failures of various disease
contra programs. One of the major determinants of the success or fa ' ures of these programs, in my
estimation, has been t he flexibility of the program design; that is, we in publi c health are constantly
studying our target disease and our intervention practices and, as we learn more, we change the program
according ly. Successful programs, in my opinion, have been those whic
evaluated the efficacy of a given intervention strategy and

th~n

have studied the disease and

ADJUSTED t he program to maximize

the effect on health while minimizing the cost to society. Practic ing publ ic health by the initiative
process, one that is extremely difficult to change as new data accumulate, is the opposite of good public
health. Accepting such concretized laws is, in my opinion, the opposite of sound public health practice.
The second P is perception. HIV-1 is a virus that is transmitted between people through voluntary
acts of adults, specifically sexual intercourse or the sharing of drug injection paraphernalia. Our task as
public health authorities in this case is different from that, let's say, with a disease like pneumonic
plague where just breathing the air, clearly not a voluntary act, can result in infection and death. In this
latter case of pneumonic plague, we take it upon ourselves, with existing laws, to find every infectious
person and Isolate them from the uninfected masses until they are no longer infectious. For AIDS we do
not have to do that. For this infection, transmitted via consentual acts between adults, we are relying on
the common sense of people. We,. together with the involved communities, are teaching people how they
can avoid infection. From continually accruing research and evaluation data, this approach is having
some remarkable successes and, in my opinion, needs to be continued, refined, and clearly expanded.
But the key to changing people's behavior is TRUST. Without trust we can neither access people
into our training programs nor change their behaviors even if we do access them. This brings me back to
the second P -- per_c eption. The trust of the people is built around the perception that they have of the
program in question -- in this case, the government's AIDS prevention program. That perception is, in
turn, built by adding together all of the bits of information observed by the individual. Let's put ourselves
in the position of a person at risk of HIV infection and see i-f our PERCEPTION of the American AIDS
prevention and treatment program would build trust.
Do you see a caring system deserving of trust? Has the society demonstrated, by an appropriate
expenditure of resources for this disaster, shown that it cares for the infec ted or those soon-to-be
infected? Every highly respected committee or group who has reviewed the issue has found the opposite;
e

eno g •

Do we see a society understandably afraid of HIV, but is willing to protect the individual should you
as the individual be infected from inappropriate vigilante-type actions against you, your family, or your
career? No. Despite people being harshly treated as outcasts, despite the house of infected children
bAing burned, and despite the recommendations from national and state public health groups for essential
unti-discrimination protection for our patients, we have seen either no action or negative action by our
highest leaders.
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Finally, in this building of perception, do we see historically any evidence that one could be
severely injured by the system? Clearly the answer is yes. Humans, in times nf mass hysteria, can do
horrible things. History, even in California history, unfortunately has far too many examples to ignore if
you were one of those at risk of HIV infection. This is especially true for major groups at risk in
California today, the white homosexual, and for the those rnajor groups at risk in California in the future,
the brown and black heterosexuals.
Let me now move to the last P, which is public health. One of the major thrusts of our program to
limit the damage of this epidemic involves indentifying HIV-infected persons so that they can be both
entered into medical programs which can institute early intervention to prevent disease, and entered
into prevention programs so that they and their contacts can be taught how to prevent transmission to
others. Another major thrust of our program is to find uninfected persons who, through their behavior,
are at risk of contracting HIV infection. Once found, we, through modern behavior change techniques,
are training these people how they can avoid being infected by others.
Realize that to either find and influence the behaviors of these at-risk people involves entering
their sexual or drug-using lives.

Certainly very personal business.

How can we be expected to

accomplish this entrance when our target audience is being chased away in fear of a continuing barrage
"/.

of non-caring, repressive, and sometimes downright mean legislation or public statements by elected
officials or national leaders?
If we are going to succeed in stopping HIV infection (and I think we can), we must join together as a
family and attack the infection. That requires a Practical, flexible system, a Perception, built by
positive actions, that we truly care for each other, and Public health programs built on the foundations of
science.
I as a Federal employee do not feel it is my role to advise the people of California how to vote on a
political issue. I will only say that Proposition 102 has the potential of totally undermining good public
health practices.
I've also been asked to state, from the Subcommittee on Education and Prevention of the California
AIDS Leadership Committee, which I cochair, to express their recommendation on last week's vote to the
full body of the California AIDS Leadership Task Force that 102 be opposed.
Now after that, let me see if I can deal with some of these issues very quickly of the testimony that
we have heard this morning.
The major issue, I think, of this may center around Dr. McNamee's statement that the infected
people have wrestled the power away from public health. If I'm not mistaken, that may be the very thrust
of this entire thing and that this initiative is supposed to eo that, is supposed to 1eve1 se that and put
standard public health practices back to where they should be. I think that's probably not true.
As he stated, this will make contact tracing a part of California's public health program. As stated
by the public health people in this testimony this morning, contact notification, partner notification is a
very large part of the California program. It has been recommended officially. There is a large booklet
on how to do it in California. It has been approved by the California AIDS Leadership Committee and
that clearly CDC funds are coming into that program and are being applied for on next year's funding.
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That is all in the process. This is not an issue of whether contact notification is important or not.
I am one of the earliest recommenders of this project. I myself clear y as exposed in the laboratory
ear y on wit h t his virus tested myself very early on so I would not infect my contact; i.e., my wife. So I
am a ma jor proponent of this as I am of test linked counseling in genera •
A so, HIV report ing, as if we are scared away from this for some reason unknown . It's clearly not
t he case. HIV-positive people are repor ted in California where we think it is appropriate, and those right
now are sole ly those individua ls who ar e attempting to donate blood. Their names are put t ogether with
t he narnes of hepatitis-B carriers on a c omputerized list so that blood banks can quickly pick up these
indiv idua ls to avoid them.
I think it's important to realize the perception. Dr. Cummins pointed out it's unfortunate that the
people perceive that Proposition 102 is a mean-spirited witch-hunt. Unfortunately, we in public health
dea li ng with the disease that is behaviorally t ransmitted must deal with that perception, and indeed, that
is the case. Should it be passed there would be a feeling, true or not, that this is a mean-spiritec
situation. And it would undermine, I t hink, in California the unique thing that I have observed as a federal
emp loyee here is the remarkable cooperation of public health, medicine, the communities at risk, etc. -not a lways uniformly in favor of every s ingle detail, but a remarkable amount of communication and
cooperation. And as Dr. Flynn pointed out, there could be, just between public health and medicine here,
a remarkable conflict as physicians refuse to report and we end up on opposite sides of a law. It's a very
de li cate issue in an evolving field. This is evoiving so rapidly and our progress I think is moving so rapidly
that I think we have to be very careful, as Senator Presley mentioned, about cementing us in to an
unmoveable situation.
The success or failure -- a re'markable statement quoted George Rutherford in San Francisco as
: saying that education has had nothing to do with the change of HIV transmission in San Francisco which

.~ ha~-·been more than dr.amatic. That is c learly not a quote from George Rutherford. What George
Rutherford was saying, I'm sure as he said to me many times, is that the government's response to this
was so slow that it was the public's change, especially the gay community in San Francisco's education of
the community and behavior change that made the difference. I think we have to realize how dramatic
that has been; and for me as a public health person, how dramatic it is that when the prevalence of
infection is 50 percenUn a place like San Francisco, that is, one out of 2 of your sexual contacts of gay
males would be infected. It's remarkable that the transmission rates can be changed from 20 percent a
year down to one percent or less. Now that is a remarkable ability and shows how powerful behavior
change programs can be if they're done in a cooperative situation of trust between public health and the
- - =communities at la r e.
Dr. McNamee pointed---used some data to show that we have not tested everyone in California and
that indeed is true and we would like people to

com~

forth. But it's obviously that the curves of people

coming forth and running away, be it in California or Colorado, when they ru n away from the system, it is
clearly assoc iated with somebody, usually at a high national level, talking about some sort of repressive
activity , signing people up, isolating and quarantine of individuals, remarkable na t ional scares that come
down from one irresponsible person.
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The remarkable thing in a place like San Francisco, the estimates I think are up to 50 percent now,
but to be cautious, I have not talked to Larry Bye and seen the latest data. It's somewhere in the
neighborhood of 25 to 50 percent of gay men in San Francisco have been tested for this virus;
approximately half in the public sector and half in the private sector. I think, again, if you can do this in a
spirit of cooperation, you can get remarkable cooperation from all of us who want to deny our---I mean,
if I think about myself going to the dentist, I don't necessarily get there as often as I should, but it's
remarkable that we can get that high even now.
The situation in Colorado has been repeatedly mentioned. I have been asked to go back and speak in
Colorado. I have discussed it at length with the people in Colorado, and there are many differences of
Colorado than California that I think need to be stated. The comparisons that Frank Judson made and
was reported in the medical literature are good observBtions; but you have to realize that a major urban
3rea of California I think had one testing site at that time for approximately 7 million individuals and,
therefore, the per capita testing rates are not entirely valid. Also, that the perception in California of a
cooperative health department between Dr. Judson and Or. Vernon, both local and state, respectively,
has been remarkable; that they have a long-term cooperative relationship with sexually transmitted
diseases with the at-risk communities and, therefore, again, can get over-perception.
Finally, I think we have to deal with this more from an issue of wisdom. What is the wise way to
politically move ahead on a political stance so that you can support public health to move ahead in its
wisdom towards interrupting transmission of HIV? It is not black and white, no doubt. And it's a matter
of taking the issues and balancing them with scientific data and seeing the best way that seems possible
that we all want to decrease transmission. I think most of us in public health think that Proposition 102
would be a step backward in that and therefore most public health authorities and medical authorities are
against it now; but as you see, it is not all black and white. It's a matter of sitting back and looking· at it
with some wisdom of saying what do you people in your elected capacity think is the wisest way to move
ahead in public health. Is it to do it by this process or is it to do it by the others that are recommended?
Thank you.
C H A RMAN HART: Thank you, Dr. Francis. Let me just ask one question. Dr. McNamee stated or
strongly implied that California medical establishments

~elieved

one thing and the AMA and the

President's Commission on AIDS and CDC believe another thing and basically was suggesting that the
provisions of this initiative are consistent with what these other nationally recognized groups support or
are advocating. Could you comment on that?
DR. FRANCIS: I think if you took the AMA's stand, the CMA's stand, California's public health
st and, th a t a ll of these groups agree with the general approaches to the control of HIV transmission and
that this, the group, the proponents of this initiative are on the other side. We all support contact
notification. But you have to realize that contact notification is by definition a voluntary practice. You
can bring somebody in however you do it for testing, mandatory or voluntary; but if you're asking them
what their---who their contacts were, unless you're going to legislate torture, that it has to be in a
voluntary setting. And so the perception again is this a trusting environment, we need to talk to your
contacts because it's very important has got to be gotten over in a perception sense. But the AMA's line
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on contact notification, California's AIDS Leadership Committee, public health practices in California, I
think all follow the same line. There's not the division that I think was attempted to be put forth here.
CHAIRMAN HART: And the difference is, since we do have contact tracing here in California
under existing aw, is that there is professional discretion, it's a voluntary approach on behalf of the
physic ian or whomever as to how they want to proceed whereas under this measure there is a requirement
that they •••
DR. FRANCIS: I think that's very important. With limited resources that we will always have,
especially with previous initiatives and budget constraints that we have, that there will be resource
constraints as there should be, I think, and that it has to be prioritized as to what's most effective. And in
contact notification in California, clearly we take the gay man in San Francisco as not a major priority
for contact notification. If you have a group at very low risk of infection who do-- what is the message of
contact notification? The message is you have possibly been exposed, get educated and come get tested.
Now that message is out to all major gay urban groups. And to spend one's time, literally hundreds and
thousands of dollars per contact at that point of trying to find anonymous contacts of gay men mandated
by law, will clearly be a waste of time because the message that you're going to give them when you find
the individual will be a message that he has already received.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you very much for your testimony.
We are scheduled to relinquish this room in four minutes to a hearing on Proposition 96. We've gone
longer than anticipated on our scheduled witnesses, but we do want to give a brief opportunity for public
comment. Is there anyone present who would like to testify at this point before we conclude the hearing?
Maybe you could all come forward and have a seat and I would like you to be concise, not be repetitive and
to possibly not read from prepared presentations so that we can facilitate adjourning this hearing so that
the other hearing can proceed. Who would like to be first?
MS. CHRISTINE CIPPERL Y: I am Christine Cipperly. I am the Yolo County AIDS coordinator for
the Public Health Department, and I ran an IV drug abuse treatment program for five years. And we have
a street outreach program for our IV drug users, and I specifically wanted to talk to the issue of
confidentiality with regard to IV drug users.
The federal government in its wisdom years ago, under the National Institute of Drug Abuse, set up
federal regulations protecting these people when they come in for treatment, and this is of critical
importance because people who are using drugs intravenously are committing a crime. And if they have
the idea that they're going to be reported anywhere, they're not going to come in. And it's taken many
years of developing trust in drug treatment programs to get them to come in and know that they're not
----ego-i-Ag---te--Mve any kind ef repertability.

I think that we're very fortunate in California that we only have about a 5 to 20 percent infectivity
rate of HIV in our IV drug-using population. In New York City, it's 70 percent. We are at a point where we
can intervene and educate IV drug users. I feel if Proposition 102 passes, it will destroy this opportunity
because IV drug users will flee from being tested. They will not come in and be tested if they think
they're going to be reported.
CHAIRMAN HART: Okay, thank you.
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MR. STAN HADDEN: I am Stan Hadden. I am a Senate Rules appointee to the California AIDS
Advisory Committee and have spent about four years working with that organization with AIDS
community-based service groups throughout the state.
And it's my belief that Proposition 102 wou ld have a severely negative impact on AIDS communitybased organizations. AIDS prevention can only be do ne w ith people; it cannot be done to people through
testing.

It's my belief that Proposition 102 will frighten people away from the community-based

organizations where they seek informat ·on about AIDS and they seek information about the ir behavior
and what puts them at risk for AIDS.
Prop. 102 will undermine the community support that people need in order to facilitate behavior
change. I disagree with statements made this morning t hat knowledge of infection through a test will
lead to behavior change. My personal experience with HIV testing is that adequate counseling is not
provided; you are referred to an AIDS community-based organization so you can become involved in a
peer support group. For behavior change to occur people need more than just a test result and they need
more than just information about AIDS. They need to have support for making some significant behavior
changes in their lives. They need to understand AIDS in a broader context of taking care of themselves.
Community-based AIDS groups are helping people integrate behavior change, and they're doing that in
addressing the specific ways that people place themselves at risk. And I think it's a mistake to believe
that everybody in a high-risk group is equally at risk. People are at risk in different ways and for
different reasons. And what the community-based AIDS education efforts are doing is helping people
sort that out.
People need help with skill building and strategy development in incorporating behavior change in
their daily practice. People need skills and they need to be comfortable in talking about condoms and sex
and making changes which are necessary.
We have facilitated peer groups focused on prevention, behavior change, and treatment that are
flourishing throughout the state. Prop. 102 would destroy those groups because it would require that
participants turn themselves in and turn others in, and I think that that would frighten people away. Peer
support is essential because you need to sit down and talk with other people about what works for them,
and you can't just get a brochure or pamphlet and help do that.
Over the past five years, I've spent a lot of time talking with people with AIDS, people with HIV
infection; and the thing that you usually hear from them is stories about isolation and discrimination and
fear. We have people who have lost their jobs. We have people who have suffered innumerous indignities
t o human rights and human dignity, and Prop. 102 will only foster these problems.
----~O_illLpolnt

--we've talked...about..CG-lorado a lot today -- that I thiuk wasn't realty covered. At the

time when Colorado set up their testing programs, they also set up clinics to take care of people who
were infected; and that's something we haven't done in this state yet. That's something that Prop. 102
does not address. And in fact, that's something that this administration has vetoed funding for in the
past.
T

think that the message today out in the gay community and AIDS service organizations is get

tested and get treated. In order for that to happen, we're going to have to have clinics available.
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MR. CHUCK NOVAK: Senator Hart, members of the panel, I am Chuck Novak, the coordinator of
client services for the Sacramento AIDS Foundation and a chief social worker.
I just want to kind of piggyback on what Mr. Hadden just testified on, that all of those aspects of the
population being infected. But I think that dealing with patients every day, and we currently have close
to 350 of them and grow at the rate of about 30 per month in Sacramento and the immediate Sacramento
County areas or surrounding Sacramento, what position· this would place all of those people in; and a
couple of things that I see happening: one is those people who are already participating in programs being
scared away and what would be done with the information that we've gathered about them over the past
couple of years. I think one of the main things that I see this proposition doing is diverting funds away
from an already poverty of services that are available to people in the communities. I have no

idea~

and

I've heard some testimony earlier this morning, on what the cost of implementing this initiative would be.
But currently, in this area, we have almost no resources left in terms of medical care. The clinics are
full. We have no residential facilities. We have no emergency services or shelters or anything like that.
And if we would have to divert money to using this, I don't know what would happen to all the people.
I think the other thing in terms of cost of care, again what you heard this morning that early
intervention into this disease is imperative to saving people's lives and reducing the amount of suffering
that's going on. I see no initiative or motivation on people if an initiative like this were passed to come in
and get treatment early on. They would wait until they were much sicker, showing up at the emergency
rooms of county hospitals, and in this case, the UCD Med. Center at tremendous cost of care in the
emergency room and probably in the latter stages of their illness.
We have demonstration projects going on right now, showing that people coming in for---at earlier
stages of their illness, getting care and getting home care, as being much less costly than waiting until
the acute care facilities have to provide services to them. This would keep people away until they're
much sicker.
One of the interesting phenomenon going on here too that I think that this would hit-- other people
now being infected with this are the m_inority communities including women and children and people of
color. They tend already to wait u·n til much later in the stage of their illness to come in for services; and
for all of the variety of reasons that they feel alienated from the current health delivery system, I think
an initiative like this would even keep them further away and them not showing up and possibly just dying
at home before anybody intervenes in their health care. And for that reason, I'd speak against this
proposition as not providing incentives for people to come in early to have their medical condition
treated early, keeping them from getting sicker, and diverting a tremendous amount of money in contact

-t-raein9 and-identification of people tl1at's-currently neededin-the""""waynfllll!"dical and social serv1ces to
keep people well. Thank you.
MR. RAND MARTIN: Rand Martin, representing the LIFE AIDS lobby. Well, I'm after one o'clock,
so I will make this very, very short.
I just wanted to point out to the members here that the Legislature, while often charged with being
unable to deal with this issue, this past year has dealt with it, with many of the issues that are already
included in Proposition 102.

And I have distributed for your information an analysis of what
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Proposition 102 carries and what legislation the Legislature has passed and placed on the Governor's
desk. Unfortunately, the Governor has not acted on these pieces of legislation, bl!t we expect him to sign
each of them.
The one that has taken up most of the morning has been the issue of contact tracing or partner
notification and sitting on the Governor's desk is a CMA-sponsored bill. That reflects CMA policy; that
reflects AMA policy on partner notification in cases where a patient is reluctant or recalcitrant in
informing his or her partners. If the patient has informed his or her partners, there is no need for county
health officers or physicians to step in; but the physician can step in if the patient refuses to do so. A
critical point and one that the Legislature has taken care of and one which we expect the Governor to
sign.
Only one key issue that we've discussed this morning has not been dealt with in legislation this year;
and that is, removing anonymity from the alternative test sites.

No member of the Legislature,

regardless of his or her philosophy on the AIDS epidemic, introduced anything similar to that. That was
not an approach deemed reasonable by the Legislature by any of its members and has not been addressed
this year.
In closing, on behalf of the Californians Against Proposition 102, I would like to thank Senator Hart
and the members of this committee for giving us the opportunity to bring our witnesses before you.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN HART: Thank you. I want to thank everyone for their participation in this hearing this
morning into the early afternoon. Thank you, Senator Presley, for bearing with us.
And I just want to close by saying that this is the longest ballot in California history this November,
and the voters of this state are entitled to as much information as they can glean from these various
propositions, and we hope that this hearing today has been helpful not only to the members of the
Legislature but to the public at large in making judgments as to how they want to vote on Proposition 102.
Thank you again for attending.
We are going to take a five-minute recess, at which time we'll reconvene the hearing regarding
Pro?osition 96. Assemblyman Terry Friedman will be chairing the afternoon hearing on Proposition 96.
--oooOooo--
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